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THE WALTON RECORD
will help you to decide
The splendid record of the Walton School demonstrates two
facts: that it pays to train yourself for higher Accountancy, and
that Walton training can help you to achieve your ambition.
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— 714 Walton students have passed the C.P.A., C.A., or American Institute examina
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A New
Time Saving
Triumph

Statement, Ledger, and
Audit Sheet with distri
bution— all in one op
eration.

There is a Remington
Billing and Bookkeeping
Machine to fit every in
dividual requirement.

HE New Remington Front Feed Bookkeeping
Machine is the last word in the field of mechanical
accountancy. It adds to every labor and cost saving
feature that has made the Remington Bookkeeping
Machines famous a new achievement in speed and effi
ciency in the collating, inserting, and registering offorms.
The forms are inserted from the front, without re
volving the platen. Several forms may be collated, in
serted, and posted at one operation. The operation of
the audit sheet is entirely automatic, and it is always
in position for the next entry, regardless of the posi
tion in which the entry is being posted on each indi
vidual account.
This latest Remington product combines in the high
est possible degree the two great advantages of time
saving and accuracy. And the net result is a new and
greater measure of cost saving—which is the aim and
object of all mechanical bookkeeping.

T

A practical demonstration on your own work will be gladly
given for the asking. This demonstration will involve no obli
gation on your part, but it will certainly convince you that this
new Remington will reduce costs, eliminate errors and increase effi
ciency in your bookkeeping department.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER COMPANY
Bookkeeping Machine Department
374 Broadway
New York
Branches Everywhere

The New

Frontfeed

Remington
Bookkeeping Machine
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Two Notable New Books of Interest to Accountants

Bank System
and Accounting

Corporate
Resolutions

RINGS under one cover the very best
PRICELESS time saver and standard
and latest practice of successful banks
of comparison to accountants who do
in all sections of the country. Prepared by or expect to do responsible work for incor
Frank Loomis Beach, a Certified Public porated‘enterprises. Contains 359 expertly
Accountant, and Cashier, Hibernia Commer framed resolution forms, with a concise
cial and Savings Bank, Portland, Oregon.
analysis of the law governing their use. All
drawn by competent corporation lawyers or
Invaluable for reference use in comparing methods,
suggesting changes, planning installation work. Offers taken directly from the minute books of
a wealth of practical, constantly useful suggestions for successful corporations. Many have already
reducing unit costs of banking operations and for in borne the test of litigation.

B

A

creasing the speed with which work can be completed
without sacrificing accuracy and safety.

Tested Methods for Every Activity
Book explains methods in general use for handling
every banking activity: work of the tellers, transit,
collections, exchange; loan and discount records;
auditing; trust administration; service departments.
Covers different principles of operation and accounting;
gives effective short-cuts and safeguards; outlines
methods employed in the newer fields of banking; de
scribes latest appliances and devices for facilitating
routine.
Procedure is adaptable to large, medium and small
banks. Includes 130 practical forms. 372 pages.
The information presented embodies the best ideas
of scores of men skilled in bank administration. Gath
ered in personal visits to well managed banks, and in
long experience and intensive study of methods in
operation. Price $6.00.

Approved Forms for Every Occasion
Drummond’s Corporate Resolutions gives forms sup
plying the necessary authority for every type of cor
porate transaction. Includes stockholders’ resolutions;
directors’ resolutions pertaining to internal operations;
directors’ resolutions affecting third parties; and cor
porate notices. These can be safely recommended as
patterns or taken over practically word for word. A
321-page book.
The author is a member of the Philadelphia Bar, and
Assistant City Solicitor of Philadelphia.

As an accountant, you have constant occasion to
refer to the minute book as the source of authority for
all transactions into which a company enters. Figure
out for yourself the savings in time and worry of having
the complex situations and contingencies which these
359 forms represent worked out and put into plain
language.' Price $6.00.

Sent for Examination. Both of these books are of unusual im
portance to accountants. Let us send them to you for five days’
examination — use the order form below.

The Ronald Press Company, Publishers
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Brings
the Books
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The Ronald Press Co.,
15 East 26th St., New York, N. Y.
Send me postpaid Bank System and Accounting,
$6.00 and Corporate Resolutions, $6.00. (Note: if only
one volume is desired, cross out the other.) Within five days
after their receipt, I will remit the price stated. Or, if not
satisfactory, I will return the books (or book) to you.

Name
Business Address
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71M.151

Firm
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Signature..............................................
Orders from outside continental U. S., cash
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Just Published

ACCOUNTANCY
Something new that will interest you
QUICK

COMPLETE

PRACTICAL

Circulating Study Service
“RENT AS YOU READ”
Originated by
THEO. KOEHLER, C. P. A. (N. Y.)

For over 25 years Conductor of the N. Y. School of Accounts
If you are an accountant, or a bookkeeper, or your work
has in any way to do with accounts or accountancy, you will
be interested in this new feature which we are putting
before you.
Because through its agency, and with the payment of just
One Dollar per month, you can become possessed of a work
ing fund of practical ideas and information which will have
the power of doubtless reshaping your whole career.
After a month’s trial you yourself will be convinced of
the unthought power for progress and promotion which lies
behind this business-inspiring work; and, at the end of
twelve months which completes the whole series, the mar
velous results and benefits to you will be convincingly
apparent.
Enhanced earning power, business advancement, prepara
tion for the C. P. A. Examinations, — all these fall within
the grasp of this unprecedented work.
It costs you only
$1.00 monthly; 12 months to complete.

TRY

ONE

MONTH

TO CONVINCE

YOURSELF

For particulars, write, phone or call

N. Y. SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTS
1135 Broadway, New York

Rational Bookkeeping
and Accounting
by Albert G. Belding, B. S.
Supervisor of Commercial Subjects in High and
Continuation Schools, New York City
and

----------pathfinder----------

Stock Record System

Russell T. Greene, A. M.

for Shoe Dealers

Chairman of Department of Accounting and Law,
High School of Commerce, New York City

Furnishes a check on Loss, Error, Inaccuracy.

Is a Most Economical Text
Economical With Respect to Cost of Supplies
More than one hundred exercises and numerous
problems in the text require only loose journal and
ledger paper.
One laboratory practice set is accompanied by a set
of blank books, vouchers, and business forms of the
most approved type.
This set and the paper required for the exercises are
the only supplies necessary for use in the course.

Economical With Respect to Teaching Effort
A unique and effective teaching plan and elimination
of non-essentials reduce the teaching burden to the
minimum; hence, certain practical phases of the
subject, hitherto considered as attainable only in
advanced courses, are reached.

Economical With Respect to Learning Burden
By placing emphasis on the logical rather than on
the chronological sequence of the bookkeeping cycle,
fundamental principles are quickly developed and
easily grasped.
Students are not confused by a mass of unimportant
detail and mechanics.
Objectives are brought into clear relief and the
subject is properly motivated from the start.
LIST PRICE $2.00

The Gregg Publishing Company
New York
San Francisco

Chicago

Boston
London

Eliminates

necessity of regular Physical Inventory.

Affords correct basis of valuing stock for Financial
statements to Bank, Management, Wholesaler,
Mercantile Agency.

Insures accurate data for adjustment of Fire Loss.
Provides Merchandise Stock Control, enabling Manager
to know at anytime, stock on hand, on order, sales by
size and style, slow moving items. Result! More accurate
buying, less “dead stock,” quicker turnover,
greater profits.
Furnishes data essential for Accurate Monthly
Profit and Loss Reports.

Simple - Complete - Concise
Descriptive Exhibit $1.00 prepaid
(subject to refund if desired)

Samples and information on
Perpetual Inventory and Stock Keeping Systems
for other lines of business on request.

Charles R. Hadley Company
330 No. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles, Calif.

pathfinders
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SYSTEMS
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The Speedograph
Method of
Copying
Reports
From one original
form typed or penned
on ordinary paper, as
many as too exact copies may be made.

No Stencil

v

Study
for
Spring
C.P.A.
Exams.

No Printing Ink

Perfect Registration

Second Edition—January, 1926

Quick Easy Operation

C.P.A. ACCOUNTING

Made in several sizes — accommodates forms
as large as 18 x 30 inches.

Theory, Auditing and Problems

Send for our Booklet, “The Speedograph in
Modern Business.” You will be interested to
know how it will help.

THE BECK DUPLICATOR CO.
Room 355, 476 Broadway, New York

by
George Hillis Newlove, Ph.D., C.P.A.
Associate Professor, Johns Hopkins University
A three-volume digest of problems and
questions given in 607 C. P. A. examinations
by accountancy boards in 48 states; the
June, 1925, papers are included.

Volumes I and II
Contain 264 problems and 3,894 questions,
classified in related groups, with lectures au
thenticated by 7,579 specific page references to
recognized accounting authorities.

Gil’s Analysis Paper
To convince you that this paper
is the quality and at the price
you have always desired, I will
send a sample pad of either 4 or 7
columns, on request, and at my
own expense.
JOHN F. GIL
7 Dutch Street

New York, N. Y.

FEDERAL

INCOME TAX INDEX
“From practical experience I can cheer
fully recommend it as a great conven
ience when one is in a hurry—and one
usually is when engaged in income tax
work.”—Journal of Accountancy, Book
Review.

Volume III
Part I solves problems in Volume I; Part II
problems in Volume II. Bound separately or
together. Time allowances are given so prob
lems may be solved under C. P. A. conditions.
A Golden Opportunity
There is no “royal road" to a C. P. A. degree.
Success comes only with thorough knowledge of
subjects covered and sufficient practice to en
sure the required speed and accuracy.
This set is almost indispensable to C. P. A.
candidates as it combines C. P. A. theory and
auditing questions with authenticated lectures,
and classified C. P. A. problems with solutions
and time allowances.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
THE WHITE PRESS COMPANY. INC.,
Departmental Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

You may send me on five days’ approval the books
checked.
□ Complete Set (Three Volumes, 1,139 pages), $15.00
□ Volume I and Solutions, $7.50
□ Volume II and Solutions, $7.50
I agree to pay for the books or return them postpaid within
five days of receipt.
Signed.............................................................................................

For information write to

Street...............................................................................................

Income Tax Index Service, Inc.

City..................................................................................................

9-15 Clinton St. Newark, New Jersey

Write for Catalog of Accounting Books
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SPECIFY

KALAMAZOO
LOOSE-LEAF-DEVICES-AND
ACCOUNTlNG-SYSTEMS

Their business-like appearance, durability and convenience will sat
isfy your most exacting client.
Your especial attention is directed to the quality and neatness of
our buff sheets ruled in brown and green inks.
Complete catalog and booklets showing series of general record
forms sent upon your request.
KALAMAZOO LOOSE LEAF BINDER
COMPANY
Factories at Kalamazoo, Mich., and Los Angeles, Calif.
Sales Offices in Principal Cities

use

Loose Leaf
Books

Records

The Accountants’ Index and Supplement
Clearly and Simply
Point to the Source
FROM WHICH INFORMATION ON ANY ACCOUNTING OR
RELATED SUBJECT MAY BE OBTAINED

OTH books should be in every Public Library. The busy accountant, lawyer,
engineer and business man cannot find any other reference books in the
field of accountancy so complete and satisfactory as these two volumes prepared
by the Librarian of the American Institute of Accountants. It is rightly called
The Key to Accounting Literature.

B

The two volumes may be obtained at $15.00
Price of Supplement alone is $5.00

The American Institute of Accountants
135 Cedar Street, New York, N. Y.
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Elliott-Fisher Works

United

Two Great Organizations
R. P. D. WAGONER, President

ration, as distributor, through its Elliott-

the assets and business of the Sundstrand
Corporation.
For years, both Elliott-Fisher and
Sundstrand have bent their efforts to in
crease the business man’s profits by lower
ing his cost of doing business.
For more than thirty-five years, ElliottFisher Company has been actively en
gaged in designing, manufacturing and
marketing Elliott-Fisher AccountingWriting Machines. Today thousands of
Elliott-Fisher Machines, utilizing the flatwriting-surface principle, are used through
out the world.
The Sundstrand Corporation has been
a factor of rapidly increasing importance
in the adding, subtracting, calculating,
bookkeeping and cash register machine
field for ten years. Every Sundstrand ma
chine is equipped with the famous ten-key
speed keyboard. Sundstrand products are
also used throughout the world.
The General Office Equipment Corpo-

products. This corporation, a subsidiary
of Elliott-Fisher Company, has for some
time been the largest distributor of ElliottFisher products in foreign countries. Its
officers are the same men who have been
associated with the company’s activities
in the past.

The affiliation of Elliott-Fisher and
Sundstrand, and the distributing facili
ties of the General Office Equipment
Corporation, will enable these companies
to render a still more valuable and in
dispensable service to the Business
Public.

Elliott-Fisher

Sundstrand

Division

Division.

of Elliott-Fisher Company, an Fisher and Sundstrand divisions, will
Mnounces
that Elliott-Fisher has acquired
market all Elliott-Fisher and Sundstrand

The union of the Elliott-Fisher and
Sundstrand organizations will further
greatly improve their present prompt and
thorough service. The successful policies,
the management in general, and the effi
cient personnel heretofore engaged in the
design, manufacture and marketing of the
well-known Elliott-Fisher and Sundstrand
products, will be retained.

General Office Equipment Corporation
342 Madison Avenue, New York City

Sundstrand
Works
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THE

Burroughs
DUPLEX
SUBTRACTOR
Many Styles and Sizes
for Various
Applications

An Automatic Bookkeeping Machine
That Accumulates Its Postings
The new Burroughs Duplex Subtractor has quickly earned the approval
of the accountant. He recognizes at once its all-round efficiency as a
bookkeeping machine — maximum speed in actual posting time —
absolute proof of postings at the moment work is complete — addi
tional proving operations eliminated.
He recognizes the value of its wide range of applications: —
Accounts Receivable and Payable — ledger accounts posted and balanced
at the time of writing — audit journal with detail and total of postings
automatically provided.
Distribution of labor, sales, material or expense readily and easily
adaptable to the accountant’s own plan.
Stores Ledgers: — daily balances on each item, either for quantity, for
value, or both simultaneously — absolute proof of extensions, postings
and balances.
Ask the local Burroughs man to demonstrate this new Burroughs
achievement on your own work.

BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE COMPANY
6413 SECOND BOULEVARD, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
ADDING • BOOKKEEPING ■ CALCULATING

BILLING

AND
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The Interest of the Accountant in Calendar Reform
By Herbert C. Freeman
The subject of calendar reform is one to which considerable
attention is being given at the present time. It has apparently
reached the somewhat dangerous stage when articles of the type
appearing in the Sunday magazines are being written regarding
it, for the purpose of creating public sentiment in favor of some
change which, merely by virtue of its departure from established
custom, can be heralded as a reform irrespective of its nature of
consequences.
The present calendar, however, is so closely interwoven with a
multitude of the details of our modern civilization that no change
should be contemplated without serious consideration of its every
aspect. It is a matter concerning which accountants should have
a very definite opinion, and the expression of that opinion should
make itself heard in the council chambers where the question of
calendar reform is being discussed.
In the report of the Babson Statistical Organization issued on
November 23,1926, the following reference to the subject appeared:
“The best opinion we have been able to obtain is that sooner or later
a new calendar will be adopted by most of the nations of the world. The
plan that seems to meet with most approval is the so-called fixed calendar
plan. This provides for thirteen months in the year, twenty-eight days
each month, with each date attached to the same day of every month.
New Year’s Day would be designated January 0, and the extra day in the
leap year would be called July 0. Both of these extra days would be
international holidays.
“The plan above has much to recommend it from the standpoint of
business convenience. Each month would have exactly four weeks with
the same number of working days, except for holidays. The date for
Easter could be kept the same year after year. Quarter years and half
years would always be the same respective lengths. The thirteen monthly
settlements in the year would mean that money spent for rents, salaries
and monthly accounts would circulate 9% faster than it does now. Ad
justment tables could be used to compare the new calendar with the old
and the complications in leases, contracts and mortgages could be provided
for by act of the legislature.
“The reason we believe that a calendar on some such plan will finally
come into use is that numerous concerns already are adopting such a
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calendar in keeping their own records. These concerns find a distinct
advantage in dividing the year into thirteen parts of four weeks each.
The periods are always comparable except for holidays. We suggest that
clients study this subject and see whether it would not be worth while to
carry their books on such a basis. From our experience as statisticians,
we know that a great benefit in the matter of records would be gained.
Clients should take up this matter with their accountants.”

It is significant that the Babson organization regards the adop
tion of the thirteen-month year as practically the inevitable out
come of the present deliberations. Accountants should, therefore,
be prepared to discuss the necessary implications of this plan and
to indicate to their clients what results may be expected to accrue
to them individually from its adoption. They should also express
and give reasons for their preference for any other measure of re
form appearing to them to be more desirable.
Literature upon the subject is readily accessible. Unfortu
nately it relates almost exclusively, as far as constructive thought
is concerned, to the thirteen-month-year plan. The International
Fixed Calendar League, 1901 Wyoming avenue, Washington,
D. C., has issued two pamphlets on the subject: (a) “Calendar
defects and how to remedy them,” and (b) “Calendar reform, its
status, and selecting the plan conferring the greatest benefits.”
The June, 1922, bulletin of the Pan-American Union contained an
article covering very much the same ground which has been re
printed in pamphlet form. The best short summary of this
particular plan appears in an article by George Eastman, presi
dent of the Eastman Kodak Company, published in The
Nation's Business, May, 1926.
Greater New York, published by the Merchants’ Association of
New York, in its issue of May 26, 1924, contains a very useful
discussion of calendar simplification by Edward Prizer, who out
lines both the thirteen-month-year plan and the so-called “Swiss
plan,” the most favorably regarded alternative to that plan. The
Merchants’Association later, in December, 1925, held a meeting to
consider various plans which had been suggested.
Engineering & Contracting on September 19, 1923; January 9,
1924, and October 22, 1924, discussed the subject at considerable
length, giving brief details of a great many suggestions, but indi
cating a strong preference for the thirteen-month year.
The imminence of action of some kind in the direction of
calendar reform may be inferred from the fact that the league of
nations has appointed a calendar committee of inquiry and that
as recently as January, 1923, the chamber of commerce of the
162
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state of New York passed a resolution endorsing a bill then in
congress authorizing the president to call an international con
ference to improve the Gregorian calendar.
It is not intended in this article to present a summary of the
historical details recounted in the pamphlets referred to above,
embracing the period in the development of the human race from
the adoption of the moon-month in prehistoric times to the year
1582 when the present Gregorian calendar was made standard
for all the countries of Europe owing allegiance to the Roman
church, and 1752 when it was adopted by England and her colo
nies. The historical background is interesting, but its applica
tion in the discussion is merely as cumulative evidence that there
is nothing sacrosanct in our present calendar, which developed in
an arbitrary, indeed capricious, manner. The year alone has
astronomical authority to sustain it. The month is totally in
exact from the viewpoint of astronomy. The week never claimed
any other than Biblical sanction, as distinguished from astro
nomical justification. For its observance as a measure of time
in Europe we are indebted to Constantine the Great.
The essential features of the thirteen-month-year plan may be
outlined as follows:
The year would consist of thirteen months of twenty-eight
days each. The standard monthly calendar would present the
following invariable form:
Sun.
1
8
15
22

Mon.
2
9
16
23

Tues.
3
10
17
24

Wed.
4
11
18
25

Thurs.
5
12
19
26

Fri.
6
13
20
27

Sat.
7
14
21
28

An extra day at the end of December or the beginning of January,
without day-name and possibly without date, would complete the
ordinary year. A similar extra-calendar day would be added in the
middle of the year in leap year. This plan has been advocated
for the past thirty years by Moses B. Cotsworth, a chartered
accountant, now director of the International Fixed Calendar
League. It is known as the Cotsworth plan.
The so-called Swiss plan makes no attempt to adjust the month
to fit the seven-day week, or to make the dates of the days of the
week uniform. It aims solely to bring the four quarters of the
year into absolute uniformity and to equalize the twelve months
as far as possible. Each quarter would consist of three months
163
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of 30, 30 and 31 days respectively. The first day of each quarter
would be Monday and the last day would be Sunday. The
quarterly calendar would be uniformly as follows:
Mon.............
Tues.............
Wed.............
Thurs...........
Fri................
Sat...............
Sun..............

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1st month
8 15 22 29
9 16 23 30
10 17 24
1
11 18 25
2
12 19 26
3
13 20 27
4
14 21 28
5

2nd month
6 13 20
7 14 21
8 15 22
9 16 23
10 17
24
11 18
25
12 19
26

27
28
29
30
1
2
3

3rd month
4 11 18
5 12 19
6 13 20
7 14 21
8 15
22
9 16
23
10 17
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

New Year’s Day would be an extra-calendar day, as also would
the additional day in leap year.
It will be observed that the third month of each quarter, which
contains 31 days, is the month which includes five Sundays, so
that the number of working days in the month is uniformly
twenty-six. It should be noted, however, that the third month
also includes five Saturdays which throws it somewhat out of
comparison with the other two months for certain purposes.
Each month is identically comparable with the corresponding
month of any other year, however.
According to each of these plans it is proposed that the date of
Easter should be fixed.
Parenthetically, the fact must not, of course, go unnoticed that
the treatment of a day as an extra-calendar day does not obviate
the disturbance of statistics. A vast amount of activity affecting
volume of sales and expenses of business of every kind goes
on every day, whether work day or day of rest, so-called. The
activities of these extra-calendar days must find themselves
reflected in one month or another of the year, which will thus be
rendered non-comparable with other months.
Other plans put forward, upwards of one hundred and thirty in
all, appear to fall under the category of variations of these two
methods or else call for the adoption of more or less fantastic
features, such as a year consisting of nineteen months of nineteen
days each, a year of sixty weeks of six days each, and others of
like character. It appears logical to assume, therefore, that if
the calendar is simplified it will be in the form either of the Cotsworth plan or the Swiss plan, with possibly minor variations.
Let it be granted for present purposes that from the point of
view of the accountant and the statistician our present calendar,
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with its absurd month of February, is rather indefensible. One
may be inclined to brush aside other objections to the established
order of things. Their importance can easily be exaggerated. It
is true we have seven months of thirty-one days and four of thirty
days. It is equally true that the thirty-one-day months may
escape five Sundays and that the thirty-day months may include
them. The disturbance caused by five Saturdays in a month also
can not be disregarded in certain industries.
The inequality in the number of working days in the month is
somewhat minimized in this country by the fact that four out of
the six holidays most generally recognized fall in thirty-one-day
months (New Year’s Day in January, Decoration Day in May,
Independence Day in July, and Christmas Day in December),
against two such holidays in thirty-day months (Labor Day in
September, and Thanksgiving in November). On the other hand,
where Lincoln’s and Washington’s birthdays are observed,
February becomes even more absurd statistically. If Columbus
Day in October and Election Day in November are considered
(the latter being very widely observed as a complete holiday), the
balance remains the same. If Armistice Day in November is
observed, the disparity between November and either of the
months falling next to it is magnified.
For statistical purposes it is perhaps not entirely equitable to
criticize the calendar for the effects of holidays, the dates of which
are somewhat fortuitous and which even in an ideal calendar from
the statistical point of view might create differences between
successive months as great as at present.
It may be interesting to study the actual variations in the
months for the cycle of years from 1901 to 1928 inclusive. This
period comprises three regular years and one leap year commencing
on each of the days of the week, so that it is fully representative.
Only the six major holidays referred to above have been considered.
The 336 months in this period can be summarized as follows:
Excluding February
No. of working days per
24
25
26 27
month...............................
No. of months with 4 Satur
8 56 92 36
days ...................................
No. of months with 5 Satur
8 48 48 12
days ...................................
— —— —— --16 104 140 48
Total.................................
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Total

24

25

22

5

219

——
22

1
——
6

117

336
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If the variation between a four-Saturday and a five-Saturday
month be disregarded, 191 out of the 336 months, or about 57
per cent., can be compared on an even basis with the corresponding
months of the previous year, the difference in the remaining 43
per cent. never exceeding one day or, say, 4 per cent. If the fiveSaturday variation is a ponderable factor, only 112 out of the 336
months or exactly one-third can be compared on an even basis
with the corresponding months of the previous year.
The discrepancy between the individual months and the same
months of other years is actually more serious than that between
consecutive months or between any two months of a consecutive
series of months. Nature and the habits of men imposed by
Nature and long established tradition create seasonal differences
in the various months to such an extent that the trend alone has
any real significance in studying the individual months of the
year one with another. This is almost as true of vital statistics
as it is of production of automobiles. January and July are not
fully comparable in railroad statistics even when reduced to a
daily basis, any more than November and December are compara
ble in chain-store statistics on a daily basis. The monthly trend,
one year with another, however, is important, and in determining
this an adjustment must and can readily be made to eliminate
variations due to the calendar. Volume, after all, is the one im
portant factor from a statistical point of view affected by the
unequal length of otherwise comparable months, and an ad
justment in this factor is a simple matter.
One of the strongest arguments advanced by the advocates of
the Cotsworth plan for the thirteen-month year in favor of that
plan is that it reduces each month to an exact and invariable
multiple of a week. It may be well, therefore, to examine into
the real importance of this argument.
The purpose of accounting is to determine the results of tran
sactions over a complete cycle of operations. In the vast majority
of cases such a cycle is represented by a period of one year—not
necessarily a calendar year, but a fiscal year covering 365 days.
In some instances a cycle may not be completed within the year,
but these are relatively few. In some cases new cycles are started
within the year, and if the number started largely exceeds those
terminating (e. g., a rapidly growing chain-store business), an
end of the year is rather a convenient stopping point for an ac
counting than the close of a true cycle. The number of industries,
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or even of individual businesses, in which a period shorter than a
year represents a complete cycle is almost negligible. From an
abattoir to a zoological garden the variations caused by seasonal
fluctuations of activity render any period shorter than a year not
fully representative.
Nevertheless, the proper management of a business requires
that figures more or less comprehensive in character be made
available at frequent intervals. In some businesses the week
represents a minor business cycle. Disregarding seasonal varia
tions, the week comprises the shortest unit which is complete in
any real sense. This is especially true of retail business, and in
certain other industries, such as the packing industry, the use of
the week as a definite unit for interim accounting is entirely prac
ticable. The preparation of weekly operating accounts on an
approximately accurate basis is desirable in such cases.
In nearly every industry and business, weekly figures afford an
important aid to management. Weekly orders, weekly sales,
weekly payroll and various other figures of an accounting or
statistical nature are studied and form the basis for executive
action. In the great majority of businesses, however, the prep
aration of weekly accounts would serve no useful purpose even if
it were practicable. In most businesses monthly accounts in
reasonably complete form, based almost invariably on book in
ventories, are sufficiently frequent to serve all the purposes of
management. Factors controllable from day to day and week to
week are watched through the medium of the daily and weekly
statistical figures. Policies depending for their shaping upon
more complete accounts are not subject to such rapid change that
monthly accounts will not serve as the necessary index, supple
menting the weekly figures.
Neither is it necessary in any sense that the monthly figures
represent the summation of any given number of weekly statisti
cal figures or accounting details. To use a crude metaphor, the
weekly figures as used by management need not be regarded as so
many companies, a certain number of which form a monthly
battalion of figures. The weekly figures are rather the scouts, the
outposts, the intelligence-department men. They are included
in the whole but the whole need not be an exact multiple of them.
The accounting procedure in the preparation of monthly accounts
is very little simplified if the months are exact multiples of the
week. Except for the accrual of portions of weekly payrolls, the
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inconvenience caused by a monthly closing in, rather than at the
end of a week is hardly felt except by some retail businesses
(generally of the chain-store type) where receipts from sales and
certain branch expenses may be reported only on a weekly
basis.
The twelve monthly closings in themselves are simply con
venient stopping points throughout the year which enable a
comprehensive survey to be made of the current trend and justify
certain estimates or assumptions regarding the probable results
for the year. The months all differ substantially one from the
other in nearly every business and yet no one month represents a
completed cycle in itself which can be regarded as standing alone.
Each month may be treated as a new step forward in a moving
annual total or as forming one of a cumulative number of con
stituent parts (not equal fractions) of the current year.
From this point of view it is doubtful whether anything would
be gained by a closing at more frequent intervals throughout the
year. No appreciable gain in the implements of management
would result from thirteen closings rather than twelve.
On the other hand, accounting expenses in every business of
any magnitude would be substantially increased. Only in cases
in which the size of the business was sufficient to keep fully
occupied the several individuals engaged in handling the various
classes of work into which the accounting detail of a business
naturally breaks up, would this additional closing be absorbed
without extra expense. In every well organized office the force
is adjusted as closely as possible to cope with the daily detail and
to handle with it the added volume of work, which is spread over a
longer or shorter period at the beginning of each month, arising
out of the monthly closing. The better managed the office, the
less likelihood is there of the additional eight and one-third per
cent. of monthly work being absorbed without increased force
and resultant payroll.
This inevitable expense becomes very much heavier if semi
annual and quarterly statements are required. It is a very
common thing for complete accounts to be prepared half-yearly
and in many instances physical inventories are taken for this
purpose. In the case of accounts kept on the basis of book
inventories it is quite customary for quarterly statements to be
rendered. The New York stock exchange is now requiring that
quarterly accounts be furnished to it wherever this is per168
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mitted by the nature of the business of a company whose securities
are listed on the exchange.
In every case where half-yearly accounts were required, four
teen closings would have to be made during the year, and in case
quarterly statements were required sixteen closings would be
necessary. The closings at the quarterly periods would come
within a week of the regular monthly closing—an almost impos
sible situation to handle in a business of any size.
In using the word “closing” in relation to monthly ac
counts it is not the intention to signify a physical closing of the
general books. There is involved, however, the closing of all
subsidiary records, with the attendant ledger postings, the com
putation of costs for the determination of cost of sales and the
work incidental to the preparation of accounts whether carried on
to the books for permanent record or made only on working papers.
It is rather inconsistent on the part of those advocating the
thirteen-month year to brush aside this objection to their method
as of no consequence. It is a factor which every accountant will
recognize as one of considerable importance. In strange contrast
is the estimate made of a yearly saving of $30,000,000 in the
United States alone resulting from the thirteen-month-year plan
by avoiding the time and money wasted in searching for and
referring to calendars and in drafting, advertising, printing and
law costs of such phrases as “Tuesday after the 1st Monday”, etc.
A number of other inconsistencies appear in the arguments in
favor of this plan, but perhaps one more example will suffice to
show that the rather extravagant claims made for it will bear
investigation. In The Nation's Business for April, 1922, Mr.
Cotsworth is quoted as saying, “Five Saturdays each were in
January, April, July, October and December, 1921, when house
keepers were forced to buy a fifth week’s provisions out of equal
monthly incomes. Many thus trend to get behind in the pay
ment of their bills. It has been figured out that 13 per cent. of
retail losses in bad debts are due to the differences in the number
of Saturdays in the month.” What percentage of such retail
losses arise from the fact that vast numbers of people are paid
weekly and yet are required to pay rent monthly, does not appear!
Another argument of doubtful validity urged by the sponsors
of this plan is that the settlement of accounts every four weeks
instead of monthly as at present will lead to a quicker turnover
of capital and thus release vast sums for other more productive
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purposes. It does not seem to be regarded by them as an offset
that the capital released in the hands of one party to the transac
tion calls for additional capital to be provided by the other party.
The gain would appear to lie almost entirely in the earlier with
drawal of currency from the pockets of weekly wage earners in
liquidation of monthly debts—surely a rather inconsiderable factor.
It is submitted that the case for the thirteen-month-year plan
is not sufficiently convincing to appeal to accountants.
If any simplification of the calendar is necessary—and the
shortcomings of the present system would almost justify such a
conclusion—the Swiss plan appears to afford substantially all
the benefits of actual importance to be derived from a change,
and it is not subject to the objections here raised against the
thirteen-month-year plan. In the opinion of the writer, the
Swiss plan, if any, is the one to which accountants should give
their support.
One may be permitted to suspect that if the wandering date of
Easter could be arrested, even if only to the extent of confining
it to the space of seven days from say the eighth to the fourteenth
of April under our present calendar, a great part of the demand
for calendar reform would cease. (A fixed date could, of course,
be set for Easter under the Swiss plan equally as well as under the
Cotsworth plan.) On the other hand accountants in this country
can hardly be expected to rest until something is done to increase
the interval between December 31st and March 15th.
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Valuing the Inventories of Motion-picture
Producers
By William R. Donaldson

“Purveyors of romance” might well be the words written
across the shop windows and office doors of motion-picture
producers. For that has become their major means of livelihood
in the thirty years elapsing since the first regular “ movie-theatre”
opened in 1895 at the Cotton States Exposition at Atlanta,
followed soon by Vitascope Hall in New Orleans and the projec
tion of moving pictures, the new “marvel of the age,” at Koster
and Bials’ Music Hall in the city of New York.
Emerging from the peep-hole stage at the close of the 19th
century, this “infant industry” (as producers and bankers liked
to call it) rapidly grew to lusty proportions until in our present
decade it has taken its place with its elder industries and at
tracted the favor of the investing public.
No matter where one travels, there is ample evidence that in
this comparatively short space of years the whole world has bowed
to the influence of motion pictures. In great golden palaces of
the big cities, faced with colored flashing lights, as well as in the
tiny, rough, boarded structures with vividly colored posters at
their doors, seen sandwiched between telegraph poles as the train
goes whizzing through desert or mountain settlements, the quest
for romance goes on daily. The “customers” come thronging
in with eager, expectant faces to buy a necessity of life—a thrill
for themselves and forgetfulness of their troubles in the tales of
romance that the merchant unfolds for them across the counter of
the screen. His stock in trade is soon consumed, and tomorrow
night he must again offer a bargain sale of fresh up-to-date goods
in patterns of the exotic Orient or of the stately middle ages or
of the refreshing north woods. Like all careful merchants, on
the closing day of the year he must go to his shelves, sort and
count and value his stock that he may cast up his accounts for
the year and prepare his reckonings to the sovereign governments.
“How shall we properly value our stock of romances?” he asks.
The answer comes from his accounting department where in cold
dollars and cents his goods must be appraised.
Inventories of over $70,970,000 are carried by the motion
picture companies listed on the New York stock exchange.
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From lately published balance-sheets total tangible assets and
inventories of these companies are as follows:

Famous Players-Lasky................
Loew’s Inc. (including MetroGoldwyn Pictures)....................
Fox Film........................................
First National Pictures................
Universal Pictures........................
Warner Brothers...........................
Pathé Exchange............................

Inventories
including
advances to
other producers
$19,100,000

Per
cent.
to total
22

78,810,000
26,650,000
15,080,000
14,190,000
10,550,000
8,880,000

18,810,000
8,550,000
7,180,000
7,410,000
4,920,000
5,000,000

24
32
48
52
47
56

$242,300,000

$70,970,000

29

Total assets
(exclusive
of goodwill)
$88,140,000

Inventories consist principally of the following:
Productions completed and released (negatives)
Productions completed not yet released (negatives)
Positive prints—productions released
Positive prints—productions not yet released
Productions in process (negatives)
Positive prints in process
Studio raw materials and supplies:
Lumber, hardware, paints, cloth, raw film, electrical
supplies, etc.
Rights to books, plays and stories
Scenarios and continuities
Advertising accessories

Advances to other producers may also be considered as in
ventory, because in most cases they represent a guaranteed mini
mum amount to be recovered only out of the other producers’
share of rentals of the picture being distributed for him by the
company making the advance.
By far the greater part of the inventories is included in the
first four items which compose the finished-goods account:
productions completed and released and productions completed
not yet released (value of negatives), and positive prints of
productions released and of productions not released.
It is customary to think of inventories in terms of cost or
market, whichever is lower, but in attempting to apply this method
of valuation to the huge stock of the picture producers the method
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fails. Inspection of the inventory shows thousands of strips
of celluloid film consisting of tiny photographs, with negative
images, packed away in reels in fireproof vaults; others with
positive images located at exchanges in all the important centers
of distribution throughout the world. The negative is rarely
taken from storage, and then only to permit positives to be made
from it. The positive reels are constantly sent out from ex
changes to the theatres, run through the projection machines of
the exhibitors, returned to the exchanges, inspected and repaired,
stored and sent out again on other round trips. They are rented
for a night or a week, or in some few instances for a longer period;
they are not sold. But there is sold, as it unfolds itself before
the eyes of those viewing the images cast on the screen, the tale
of romance represented by the thousands of tiny photographs
contained in the positive strip. The more persons who view this
tale, the less there will be who will pay to view it in the future.
Thus, as time goes on the particular tale becomes less and less
a source of income, until finally it ceases to attract.
The product of the motion-picture “factory” is, therefore,
nothing more than a strip of developed negative film several
thousand feet in length from which positive copies (prints) may
be made for use in the projection machines of the exhibitors.
Condensed into this strip are enormous sums expended for salaries
and wages, for lumber, hardware, properties, costumes, etc.,
and for the fixed charges of the studio. Without discussing
the details of cost-finding, it is sufficient to say that the studios
compile expenditures for salaries, wages, materials, properties,
studio overhead, etc., entering into pictures to arrive at the total
cost of each picture. This total then becomes the cost of the
negative film as finally exposed, developed, cut and titled, and
for practical purposes becomes the cost of the particular produc
tion. For purposes other than the making of positives to be
exhibited in the theatres, the negative is worth tangibly only the
scrap value of the celluloid. But for the purpose of exhibiting
the positives, its worth is actually measured by the income it will
produce. This is of course an intangible value, impossible of
correct measurement. If the picture is a “great hit” it may
earn in rentals five to ten times its cost; if a “flop” it may bring
in much less than its cost. Theoretically, therefore, an appraisal
based on anticipated earnings is the only way of measuring the
real value of a picture. Obviously, this is impracticable and is
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contrary to good accounting principles which require that profits
shall not be taken on the books until earned. In practice, the
method generally followed is cost, less a proportion of such cost
written off on the basis of the length of time the picture has
been released. In this way the entire value is gradually extin
guished so that when a picture has lived its normal life, no
further amount is carried for it in the balance-sheet. The
proportion to be written off is not arbitrarily determined but is
fixed by scientific methods. Herein lies an interesting field of
statistical compilation. Just as life-insurance companies from
averaging their experience records build up mortality tables for
different groups and occupations showing the normal span of
human life and what the average expectancy is, so the motion
picture producers from their experience build up tables of the
normal life of the different kinds of motion pictures. Similarly,
tables are sometimes formulated of the average earning power of
men at different ages by groups; for example, men who are college
graduates, those who are high-school graduates, and those who
are only grammar-school graduates. So also from their fund of
experience, motion-picture producers can tabulate and average
what pictures of different classes have earned in the first month
of their lives, the second month and so on until their earning power
has ceased. Then what is more logical than that as the life and
earning power of a picture ebb its worth correspondingly de
creases? From the inventory viewpoint the original cost is
reduced by the proportion of earning power which has lapsed,
leaving to be expressed in the balance-sheet only the residual
amount. Of course each producer’s experience varies, dependent
to a great extent on the general quality of the product, the method
of distribution and principally on the exhibition outlets. By
this is meant" first run ” situations, i. e., the leadingmovie theatres
in principal cities where the picture is exhibited at high admission
prices, which in addition has the effect of giving the picture the
mark of quality and carries valuable advertising power when
booked in smaller and lower-priced houses.
The following table shows the rates used by several representa
tive companies in writing off the cost of productions and the re
sidual value carried in inventory. It is interesting because it
shows comparatively the experience of these companies and in
dicates graphically how, on the average, pictures gradually pick
up in earning power after the first month, reaching their maximum
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in the second or third month and quickly tapering off in the
fourth and fifth months until by the end of the sixth month from
60 per cent. to 70 per cent. of earning value has elapsed, and by
the end of the year 85 per cent. to 90 per cent. has been realized.
Company A

Company B

Company C

Company D*
Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

of cost

Residual

of cost

Residual

of cost

Residual

of cost

Residual

Periods

written

inven-

written

inven-

written

inven-

written

inven-

of four

off each

tory

off each

tory

off each

tory

off each

tory

weeks each

period

value

period

value

period

value

period

value

8

92

16

84

13

79

18

66
51

First year
1.....

3

97

13

86

2.....

11

86

17¾

68¾

3.....

15

71

15¼

53½

14

65

15

4.....

13

58

9

44

12

53

12

39

5.....

11

47

6½

38

9

43

8

31

6.....

8

39

5

33

8

36

5

26

7.....

6

33

4

29

6

30

3

23

8.....

5

27

3½

25

6

24

3

20

9.....

3

25

3¼

22¼

4

20

2

18

10.....

3

22

3

19¼

3

17

2

16

11.....

2

20

2¾

16½

3

14

2

14

12.....

2

18

2½

14

3

11

2

12

13.....

2

16

1

13

2

9

—

—

14.....

2

14

1

12

2

7

1

11

15.....

2

12

1

11

2

5

1

10

16.....

2

10

1

10

1

4

1

9

17.....

1

9

1

9

1

3

1

8

18.....

1

8

1

8

1

2

1

7

19.....

1

7

1

7

1

1

1

6

1

0

Second year

20.....

1

6

1

6

1

5

21.....

1

5

1

5

1

4

22.....

1

4

1

4

1

3

23.....

1

3

1

3

1

2

24.....

1

2

1

2

1

1

25.....

1

1

1

1

1

0

26.....

1

0

1

0

—

—

* Months instead of periods.

Policies of depreciation of picture cost, as announced in applica
tions to the committee on stock list, are as follows:
Famous Players-Lasky—eighty per cent. of cost assigned to
United States and Canadian business; 20 per cent. to foreign.
United States and Canada written off, 60 per cent. in three months
after release; 90 per cent. in one year; 100 per cent. in two years.
Foreign written off in two years. Positives within two years.
Loew’s Incorporated and Metro-Goldwyn Pictures—After re
lease, negatives and positives:
Weeks
12...................................
24...................................
36...................................

Per cent.
35
64
80

Weeks
52...................................
68...................................
80...................................

175

Per cent.
91
97
100
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Fox Film—Regular releases, negatives and positives, 100 per
cent. in 40 weeks; comedies in 48 weeks; news in 12 weeks.
First National—Regular releases, negatives and positives, 88
per cent, in first year; 12 per cent, in second year; comedies 100
per cent, in first year.
Universal Pictures—Written off on release. Application to
list dated August 17, 1925, states: “Released film is carried at
cost as of May 19, 1918, plus $22,500 since. All other film has
been charged off as released since May 19, 1918.”
Warner Brothers:
Negatives, after release
6 weeks. ... 20%
16 weeks. ... 50%
40 weeks. ... 80%
59 weeks. ... 90%
82 weeks. ... 100%

Positives, after release
6 weeks. ... 23%
16 weeks. ... 58%
28 weeks. ... 81%
40 weeks. ... 94%
52 weeks. ... 100%

Pathé Exchange—Negatives and positives, 98 per cent, in first
12 months; 2 per cent. in next two months.
With the rapid increase in foreign business occurring in the past
few years, the practice has grown of assigning part of the cost to
foreign business and especially writing the cost off against this
business in order to determine the foreign profit or loss separately,
as exemplified by the method of Famous Players-Lasky. In such
cases the write-down of the foreign portion begins when release
is made in foreign territory, usually two or three months after re
lease in the United States.
“Advances to other producers” is a large item of inventory of
those companies principally engaged in distributing the product
of others. The ratios of such advances to total inventory for the
companies mentioned are as follows:
Famous Players-Lasky.......
4⅔%
Loew’s Inc. and Metro-Goldwyn.............
4¾%
Fox Film..........................................................
None
First National Pictures.............................. 68⅓%
Universal Pictures..........................................
None
Warner Brothers.........................................
2 ⅔%
Pathé Exchange............................................. 79½%

Ordinarily, these advances are reduced by the first returns to the
independent producer who contracts that the distributing com
pany may retain his share of the rentals (usually 65 per cent. or 70
per cent. of the gross rentals) to recoup the advance. When the
advance is cleared, the split usually becomes 50 per cent. to the
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producer and 50 per cent. to the distributor. It will be observed
that if the picture is a success the advance will quickly clear,
leaving the distributor with a valuable asset not reflected in the
balance-sheet. On the contrary, if the picture is a failure and
does not earn out the advance the distributor may have to write
off the loss. In such cases it is customary to provide a reserve in
the balance-sheet when stating these advances which, while
ordinarily a round figure, may be scientifically arrived at by ref
erence to the experience table. For example, if when compared
with this table a picture is found to have earned 60 per cent. of its
expected gross for the period of time it has been released, and as a
matter of fact only 50 per cent. of the original advance has been
repaid, then a reserve for 10 per cent. is provided to cover the
expected loss.
As indicated by the tabulations on pages 175 and 176, the prac
tice of writing down positive prints varies. Several of the com
panies write them off over the same life and on the same percentage
as negatives; others write them off over a shorter life. The cost of
positives is represented by the raw film used and the labor, over
head, etc., of the laboratory in exposing the sensitized film to the
negative, and in developing, fixing and drying the completed prints.
The life of a positive print is short. It gets scratched, "rainy”
and cracked, and although carefully inspected after each use and
frequently cleaned, it soon becomes unfit for showing. Further
more, breakage and damage from the sprocket wheels of projectors
necessitate constant replacement of portions of the film. Posi
tives in fairly active use do not live through the earning life of
the picture. Since in most instances positives are in more active
demand during the first six or eight months of a picture’s life, it is
the practice to print the required number of sets at release, sub
sequent replacements being made out of the less active sets of
prints, as far as possible. Of course, as the demand for the pic
ture decreases, infrequent use may extend the life of any one set
of positives—as repaired and replaced—over the life of the picture.
The residual value of any such prints, however, no matter in how
good condition, is nothing more than the scrap value of the
celluloid. However, as the earning power of the prints is the real
test of asset value, just as it is with the negative, the practice of
writing off the first sets over the life of the picture, meanwhile
charging repairs and replacements to operating expense, is con
sidered acceptable and proper accounting.
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Studio raw materials and supplies are valued in the same
manner as the raw materials and supplies of other industries, that
is, at cost or market, whichever is lower. In making pictures,
however, there exists the unique situation of the company having
“consumed” many thousands of feet of lumber, as well as hard
ware, furnishings, costumes, etc., to manufacture sets and yet
having them all still on hand and almost as good as new when the
picture is completed. Much of the left-over materials may be
used in subsequent pictures. Some companies carry such ma
terials without value, while others place “second-hand” values
on them when taking their annual physical inventory. Studio
properties, such as house furniture, carpets, draperies, etc., used
in furnishing sets, as well as costumes, are not carried as inventory
but as part of the fixed assets of the studio under the classifica
tion of equipment.
Rights to books, plays and stories mount to substantial figures,
as in many instances $100,000 and more may be paid for the rights
to one successful play or book. Producers usually acquire more
rights than they can use; styles in pictures change and closer
study frequently reveals that a particular story is not suitable.
When a right is used, it is absorbed into the cost of the production.
If not used within a few years, and if no resale can be made, such
rights are written off from the inventory account. Many rights
are owned by the older companies for which no value is reflected,
as pictures have been made, released and entirely written off. It
frequently happens that after the lapse of years the same picture
may be re-issued or the same story made again into a picture.
The scenarios-and-continuities account contains the cost of the
work of experienced screen-writers in arranging the story in all its
details in advance of the work of the director and photographer.
When the picture is made this cost is absorbed into the production
cost. If abandoned, the cost is written off.
Advertising accessories are inventoried at cost. These ac
cessories consist of lithographed posters to set up before the
theatres and on billboards; photographs of scenes in the picture
and of the players to be placed in the lobbies; cuts of scenes and
players for newspaper advertising, etc. They are sold to the
exhibitors at a small profit. Some advertising matter distributed
gratis is written off as used. Should an overstock exist for a
picture which is a failure or is nearing the end of its life, then such
overstock is reduced to scrap value.
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The motion picture is reaping its financial reward. Not only
does it fill a void in the emotional life of mankind in this highly
civilized machine age, but it has the additional magic touch of
bringing the whole world to the feet of the movie-goer. Macaulay
wrote: “Of all inventions, the alphabet and the printing press
alone excepted, those that have shortened distance have done the
most for humanity.” He thought of the application of steam to
land and sea travel, little dreaming of that system of shortening
distances which instead of carrying the individual person to far
places and peoples, brings those places and peoples to him.
Valuing these travelogue-romances and their constituents is the
inventory problem the producer has in presenting his accounts
properly. The principles outlined in this article have gradually
come to be considered the correct basis for stating his accounts
and are followed generally in the industry.
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Effects of Inflation on German Accounting*
By Henry W. Sweeney
I. IMPORTANCE OF THE SUBJECT

1. Importance to students of prices
Whenever the subjects of extremely fluctuating price levels and
monetary inflation to a serious degree merit attention, students of
those questions must sooner or later turn to Germany for infor
mation. In Germany was not only the best modern illustration
of such undesirable conditions to be found—in fact, the best illus
tration of all history—but also the most hopeless collapse of any
monetary unit. In the United States there is still the saying,
“Not worth a continental,” to describe a lack of value. This
saying refers to the paper money issued by the continental con
gress of revolutionary days, a paper money so depreciated that
humorists of those days even papered walls with it. Such con
tinental money, however, until the final date for redemption,
after which the money was entirely worthless as such, never even
approached the fall of the German mark. The mark fell in five
years from its pre-war value of ten forty-seconds of the United
States dollar (that is, a little less than twenty-four cents) to a
value of one-fourth of that figure—a not unprecedented fall—
and in the ensuing period of somewhat over four years it fell to
a value (?) of less than one-trillionth of its pre-war worth! The
final rate of redemption for the paper mark was expressed evenly
as follows: 1 gold mark = 1,000,000,000,000 paper marks.
In the United States prices have not, of course, fluctuated to
nearly so extreme a degree as in Germany. Nevertheless, even in
the United States the last thirteen years have witnessed price
changes significant enough to draw the attention of people quite
ignorant of economics. The subject of prices is, therefore, suffi
ciently important to justify a survey of the country that best
illustrated all phases of the topic.

2. Importance to accountants
Regarded from the more technical viewpoint of accounting, the
problems faced and solved by German accountants during the
*Note.—The writer desires to acknowledge his indebtedness to Dr. B. Hahnebach, formerly
with the Dresdner Bank of Essen, now with Patterson & Ridgway, and to Mr. E. Elmer Staub,
formerly partner at the Berlin office of Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery, now partner of
E. E. Staub & Co., who have kindly given the benefit of their criticism.
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period of absurd price fluctuations are quite worthy of study by
accountants of all other countries. For the problems associated
with keeping and interpreting financial records that must be ex
pressed in a monetary unit oscillating even hourly are problems
that the rest of the world must face to a less extreme degree.
Aside from even the great importance of the subject, however,
its interest is great enough to justify description of the effects of
monetary inflation upon accounting, with particular reference to
the German experience.
II. DESCRIPTION OF GERMAN INFLATION, 1914-1923

The official currency of the German empire at the outset of
inflation in 1914 was the imperial mark (Reichsmark), a paper
money redeemable at that time in gold. After the great war
began in 1914, the imperial mark, or “paper mark,” began to
depreciate in value and to fall with increasing celerity until it was
stabilized in the closing months of 1923 by issue of the annuity
mark (Rentenmark), also a paper money but redeemable in
interest-bearing obligations based on mortgages on German
private property. Since 1924, operation of the Dawes plan is
resulting, among other things, in gradual retirement of the
temporary rentenmarks and the issue of a mark redeemable in
gold, like the mark of pre-war days. The rentenmark is to be
retired in not less than seven nor more than ten years after 1924.
Probably the best description of the course of depreciation of
the official mark, monetary depreciation and inflation usually
being closely related, is the following table taken from Germany's
Economy, Currency and Finance, a study addressed by order of the
German government to the committees of experts, as appointed by
the reparation commission (p. 60).
PAPER MARK EQUIVALENTS OF GOLD MARKS

Period
January.............................. ....
February............................ ....
March................................. ....
April.................................... ....
May.................................... ....
June.................................... ....
July..................................... ....
August................................. ....
September.......................... ....
October............................... ....
November.......................... ....
December........................... ....

1914
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.997
0.996
1.015
1.047
1.019
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1915
1.083
1.102
1.126
1.137
1.137
1.147
1.151
1.155
1.154
1.160
1.192
1.284

1916
1.353
1.334
1.375
1.350
1.294
1.314
1.334
1.347
1.363
1.371
1.415
1.481

1917
1.458
1.470
1.519
1.565
1.589
1.749
1.815
1.868
1.837
1.891
1.854
1.511

1918
1.389
1.413
1.432
1.459
1.526
1.640
1.786
1.844
1.850
1.671
1.837
2.083
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Period
1919
January............ ............ 2.056
February.......... ............ 2.277
March............... ............ 2.557
April.................. ............ 3.081
May................... ............ 3.088
June.................. ............ 3.291
July..................... ............ 3.406
August................ ............ 4.252
September......... ............. 5.363
October............... ............ 6.034
November.......... ............ 8.677
December........... ............ 10.805

1923
Period
Paper mark
January............ ........
11,672
February.......... ..........
5,407
March............... ........
4,997
April.................. ........
7,099
May.................. ........
16,556
June.................. ........
36,804
262,034
July................... ........
Date
Aug. 15th.......... ..........
643,175
Aug. 31st.......... .......... 2,453,595
Sept. 17th........ .......... 31,491,770
Sept. 28th........ .......... 38,114,094

1920
14.776
23.582
19.697
14.208
11.073
9.322
9.403
11.372
13.811
16.229
18.399
17.395

1921
15.553
14.602
14.877
15.134
14.840
16.523
18.263
20.084
24.991
35.779
62.641
45.720

1922
47.911
54.194
72.655
67.414
65.985
89.211
159.603
410.910
393.050
1,071.959
1,822.331
1,750.866

1923
Paper mark
Date
142,927,853
Oct. 5th
Oct. 11th
1,205,358,227
895,681,212
Oct. 15th
2,858,557,060
Oct. 19th
Oct. 31st
17,270,448,905
Nov. 5th .... 100,049,497,000
Nov. 7th ... 150,074,246,000
Nov. 19th .... 600,296,983,000
Nov. 20th ... 1,000,494,971,000
Nov. 30th ... 1,000,494,971,000
Dec. 15 th ... 1,000,494,971,000
Dec. 27th ... 1,000,494,971,000

Notes.—The figures for the years 1914 to 1921 represent monthly averages,
those for the years 1922 and 1923 the value at the end of the month or day in
question.
The figures have been obtained: For the year 1914 by taking as a basis the
mark exchange in Stockholm, for 1915 to 1919 the mark exchanges in Zurich
and Amsterdam, for 1920 to 1923 the dollar exchanges in Berlin.
$1 = 4.197 922 15 gold marks.

The mark collapse became so rapid toward the end of 1922 that
there were insufficient existing payment media to meet the re
quirements of the enormously increased prices. This situation
was met by the issuance of what was termed emergency money, in
accordance with the act of July 17, 1922, and later amendments
thereto. Altogether, emergency money of legal and illegal
nature issued was estimated at 306 quadrillion marks.
An interesting illustration of the rapidity of depreciation is
a paper mark in the writer’s possession. It was issued by the
Bavarian State Bank under date of September 20, 1923, and was
to have represented one billion (eine Milliarde) marks. But by
the time the notes were printed, the mark had depreciated so
fast that issue of the notes at their printed amounts did not seem
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worth while. Hence, in script there was stamped across each
note the new amount that it was to represent. This particular
note was thus made to be equivalent to 50 billion marks—
instead of the amount originally intended, one billion!
Incidentally, in the issue of such emergency money the literary
and poetic aspects of German nature were given expression, for
some communities and towns issued money with poetry on it.
Others issued money that in its various series represented im
portant events in the lives of great men and peoples. Some
of such issues have become very valuable and are eagerly sought
by collectors.
III. EFFECTS OF THE MONETARY INFLATION UPON ACCOUNTING

Now that the importance of the subject has been explained and
the extent of inflation described, the main topic of this article
will be discussed.
1. Effects of monetary depreciation upon book figures
The first, although not the most obvious effect of monetary
depreciation is that the entries in the books and accounts are not
representative of the same real unit that they apparently express.
A business man in Germany, for example, could not properly
ascertain the progress or decline in sales by comparing the paper
mark sales of January, 1922, with those of January, 1923, inas
much as a mark in the former period was much higher in value
than a mark in the latter. Such comparison violates the mathe
matical principle that dissimilar items can not properly be com
pared with one another.
According to the mark depreciation table previously quoted, a
gold mark in January, 1922, had an average value of 47.911 paper
marks, whereas in January, 1923, it had a similar kind of value of
11,672 paper marks. After 1922 there was no necessity of making
quotations with decimal points inasmuch as the decimals were too
insignificant in meaning. Inasmuch, therefore, as the ordinary
mark of January, 1922, had an actual, real value, judged by the
quotations above, of more than 243 times that of the ordinary
mark during January, 1923, a business man had to divide his
revenue and expense figures for the latter month by 243 to place
them on comparable bases with the corresponding figures of Janu
ary, 1922. The mark depreciated so rapidly in 1923, as a matter
of fact, that the use of any equivalents other than daily ones was
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likely to prove misleading. In the latter half of 1923 a com
parison of the uncorrected daily figure of one day with a similar
figure of even the previous day was generally erroneous procedure.

2. Effects of monetary depreciation upon determination of profit
and loss
Closely related to the first effect is the influence of a fluctuating
price level upon the showing of profit or loss. To illustrate, let
it be supposed that a man bought goods for 1,000 M when the
mark was worth par and entered this amount as a purchase,
and that he sold the goods for 1,500 M when the currency had
depreciated to 50 per cent. of the value that it possessed when
the goods were bought, and entered this amount as a sale. Ac
cording to the books, then, a profit of 500 M resulted because
the book figures ordinarily do not provide for showing money
amounts in terms of money equivalents.
This kind of profit is an “apparent profit” (Scheingewinn).
But the true result was a loss because the goods were sold at less
than actual cost in terms of the current price level. If they had
been sold at 2,000 M when prices had doubled, there would have
been neither profit nor loss (ignoring expenses other than pur
chase cost). Inasmuch as they were sold for only three-fourths
of their cost price, therefore, one-fourth of the capital invested
in the goods was lost—although the books showed a profit of 50
per cent. on cost.
A good strong example of the difference between apparent and
real profit is Prion’s, a merchant, supposedly saying, “The more
that I earn as a merchant, just so much poorer do I become; and
the more that I receive, just so much more incapable of paying
do I become.” * This is not altogether correct. The profit
that is only apparent is, obviously, better than none. In such
cases, nevertheless, the real net worth may remain higher if no
sales are made and the goods merely held.
In order to prevent the occurrence of such true losses in the
guise of apparent profit, Mahlberg, Schmalenbach and other
German writers advocated selling goods at their replacement
costs plus profit. In practice such a formula will probably give
an approximate maintenance of real capital, although its direct
object is maintenance of only material capital.
* Quoted from Mahlberg, Bilanztechnik und Bewertung bei schwankender Waehrung (3rd ed.
rev., 1923), 6.
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Maintenance of nominal capital, which may be kept intact by
maintenance of the same mere money amount, is short-sighted
when money is depreciating in value. Maintenance of material
capital, which may be maintained by constant ownership of the
same amount of material quantities, may be poor business policy
if the same goods in the same quantities are not required for
business needs, and it may not be capital maintenance according
to a sensible interpretation, because the original goods being
maintained in kind and quantity may be decreasing in general
economic desirability (i. e., value) over a period of time. Hence,
maintenance of value, not of mere physical equivalence, insures
preservation of the same economic power over goods and services,
and such preservation, which is maintenance of real capital, is
much more worth-while.
3. Effects of monetary depreciation upon maintenance of real
capital
Closely related to the second effect is the tendency of a fluctu
ating price level to cause under- or over-maintenance of the real
capital invested in all expenses. This fact has been most obvious
in the case of depreciation and accounts for the relatively large
number of recent advocates of depreciation based on replacement
cost.

a. The view that depreciation should be calculated on replace
ment cost
When prices in general were rising rapidly in the United States
after 1913, various people interested in business and accounting
noticed that the old orthodox method of calculating depreciation
on original cost was leading to incorrect results. The capital in
vested in the depreciating asset, although nominally maintained
so far as mere book figures were concerned, was really not being
kept intact because general values were being expressed in higher
amounts as a result of rising prices and, nevertheless, the book
values ostensibly representing depreciation were being based on
price levels in existence when the respective depreciable assets
were acquired or constructed. The evidence of such incorrect
depreciation, they said, was apparent in the fact that assets ob
tained when prices were lower and depreciated on such costs
could not be replaced with the proceeds of such depreciation re
served, because prices in general had risen. Hence, they con
cluded—and quite properly—that depreciation on book figures
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during periods of general price fluctuation should be regarded
with suspicion. They also concluded—and quite improperly—
that depreciation should be based on replacement cost in order
that the capital invested in the asset could be maintained.
b. The view that depreciation should be based on original cost
per books
The orthodox accountants, the older members of whom had
perhaps learned a rigid set of principles and rules in days when
little or no provision had to be made for fluctuating prices, vio
lently disagreed and continued to maintain that depreciation
should be based on original cost. Probably the best argument
they put forth was that the only capital that can depreciate in the
case of a fixed asset is the capital actually invested, and that to
base depreciation on replacement cost is to base depreciation on a
figure that does not represent capital invested in the asset. The
object of depreciation was, then, to maintain the capital invested
in the cost of the asset, and the only way to maintain such capital
was to base depreciation on such cost, not on what the cost might
have been if the asset had not been obtained when it was. They
declared that depreciation should continue to be calculated on
original cost as shown by the books. Hence, they concluded—
and quite properly—that depreciation should be based on original
cost. They also concluded—and quite improperly—that it
should be calculated on the amount of original cost shown on the
books.
c. Depreciation should be based on original cost adjusted for
general price change
Each of the two opposing views may be regarded as about half
right, a combination of the correct idea in each view thus giving
the proper depreciation theory. The orthodox school is correct
in saying that depreciation should be based on cost; the “de
preciation on replacement” proponents are correct in saying that
the book figure for original cost should not be used as the de
preciation basis in times of fluctuating price levels.
The writer, combining the two views, thus believes that the
object of depreciation should be to maintain the capital invested
in an asset; that such capital means the real capital, which is most
properly represented at acquisition date by its relation to other
goods and services, i. e., its economic command over them as
shown by its price in relation to their prices; and that the only
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way to maintain such real capital during a period of fluctuating
prices is to express in the current price level the equivalent of the
real capital estimated to have disappeared in the form of such
depreciation.
The simplest example is the case of a depreciable fixed asset ac
quired at, say, a cost of $100 and subjected to complete deprecia
tion in a following period when the price level has doubled. At
the date of acquisition the economic power of the asset, viz., its
real capital, was represented by the price paid for it, namely, $100.
In the period when the depreciation occurs, the real capital is no
longer represented by $100, because that amount existed at the
purchase date, when prices were only at one-half of their present
level. The current expression of the economic power originally
invested in the asset is $200 because prices have doubled. The
current expression of the real capital is, therefore, $200 and de
preciation should be based on that figure. Inasmuch as the
depreciation is assumed to be complete in the second period, the
depreciation entered on the books should be $200, not $100. It
will be observed that no mention has been made of any replace
ment price, which may have been more or less than $200 but
which should have no effect on the amount of depreciation cal
culated.
Such a method of depreciation computation is necessary to
protect the seller and manufacturer of goods from loss of real
capital in setting sales prices and in paying out profits as divi
dends. If, for instance, one-fourth of the value of an asset is
consumed by depreciation during a period, one-fourth of such
original value should be entered as a cost. The calculation
should not be based on a figure representative of a lower price
level, because such procedure will give a figure that if left uncor
rected will be too low to represent expression in the current
price level of the actual original value consumed by depreci
ation.
The method just described maintains real capital. Only the
essence of this method has been discussed. Supplementary
description could explain the technique needed to prevent the
reserve from eventually exceeding the original cost and to meet
other detailed objections. The depreciation-on-replacement
school advocates maintenance of material capital. And the
orthodox school advocates maintenance of only nominal capital.
Of the two schools the former is probably more nearly
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right, inasmuch as during periods of changing price levels the
depreciation-on-replacement-cost method should more nearly
approximate the correct result (depreciation on original cost as
adjusted for the change in price level) than depreciation on mere
original cost as it appears on the books. Certainly, the former is
the safer one for business to use if capital is to be protected.
To the extent that orthodox accounting theory has its way
during periods of severe monetary depreciation and calculates
depreciation on original cost per books, there is danger that the
capital of the community will be encroached on because goods are
consumed without equivalents for their real respective costs being
received. The equivalents actually withheld, representing de
preciation, are based on the same amounts as the original real
costs, but such amounts withheld are not expressive in depreciated
price levels of the actual values that they would respectively
represent if prices were the same as when the depreciable assets
were acquired or constructed. Thus, the community tends to
consume capital, instead of income, and considers itself very
prosperous in so doing. This is exactly what occurred in
Germany.
Among German writers, Schmidt apparently recognized the
fundamental objection to depreciation on replacement cost. He
said that it was important to distinguish between the general
price level and that applicable to a fixed asset. Hence, deprecia
tion based on replacement cost will not necessarily maintain the
capital invested in the depreciable asset; and maintenance of such
capital should be the essential aim. He thinks, moreover, that
such a method of depreciation will not eventually lead to ac
cumulation of the replacement price.*

d. All expenses should be based on original cost adjusted for
the general price change
The same principles apply to expenses other than depreciation.
When prices are rising as a result of monetary depreciation, main
tenance of real capital requires that the actual expenditures for
materials, labor and the other kinds of expense be converted into
the price level existing at the date of sale so that the amount that
selling price must cover to maintain real capital may be clearly
apparent. Practically it may be inadvisable to attempt in most
cases to adjust the cost and profit elements in the price of each
* Organische Bilanz.
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article to correspond with the changed price level. But, neverthe
less, some approximate method must be devised if real capital is
to be maintained in such a period.
The leading German writers on accounting correctly attacked the
old, established accounting methods that used uncorrected book
figures and that, therefore, maintained only nominal capital. But
they in turn made the error of advocating that the prices of goods
should be based on the replacement costs of the various expenses
and profits applicable to the sale of such goods. Adoption of such
recommendation would maintain merely the material capital.
4. Effects of monetary depreciation upon accounting statements
Largely as a result of the effects just described, the orthodox
balance-sheet, profit-and-loss statement and similar accounting
summaries become incorrect when inflation continues. Let it
be assumed, for example, that the following is the debit side of
a fixed-asset account:
FACTORY BUILDING

Jan.,
Dec.,
Aug.,
Dec.,
Jan.,
March,
July,
Oct. 5,
Nov. 30,

1914........................................
1918........................................
1921........................................
1922........................................
1923........................................
1923.........................................
1923.........................................
1923........................................
1923.........................................

M100,000
4,166
200,840
2,626,299
1,167,200
999,400
2,620,340
21,439,177,950
2,000,989,842,000,000

What do these entries express in their present form? Nothing
except dissimilar amounts. There is no advantage in finding the
total. It would be meaningless. The easiest way to place the
above amounts on a comparable, similar basis is to convert them
into gold marks by the depreciation factors given in the previous
table. The account then looks as follows so far as its debit side is
concerned:
FACTORY BUILDINGS—DR.

Date

Jan.,
Dec.,
Aug.,
Dec.,
Jan.,
March,
July,
Oct. 5,
Nov. 30,

1914...
1918...
1921...
1922...
1923...
1923...
1923...
1923...
1923...

Book marks

100,000
4,166
200,840
2,626,299
1,167,200
999,400
2,620,340
21,439,177,950
2,000,989,842,000,000
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Depreciation factor
1.000
2.083
20.084
1,750.866
11,672.000
4,997.000
262,034.000
142,927,853.000
1,000,494,971,000.000

Gold
marks
100,000
2,000
10,000
1,500
100
200
10
150
2,000
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The cost value of this asset may be now ascertained by addition
of the gold-mark column. The use of mere book-mark figures
for balance-sheets and income statements leads to absolutely
absurd results when monetary depreciation is occurring at so
fast a rate.
E. Elmer Staub, former partner at the Berlin office of Lybrand,
Ross Bros. & Montgomery, stated in a letter to the writer re
garding the attitude of American accountants toward the balancesheet and income-statement figures published by many German
corporations during the inflation period, “. . . they meant ab
solutely nothing and must be completely ignored so far as
American accountants were concerned. . . . The result is that
American accountants in Berlin have used only figures showing
pre-war earnings and earnings starting with 1924 and subsequent
thereto.”

5. Effects of monetary depreciation upon net worth
Another consequent effect of inflation conditions during a
period of monetary depreciation is that the net worth, regardless
of dividends and additional investments, decreases so far as its
effective equivalent in terms of other economic goods and services
is concerned, unless, of course, the profit expressed in the depre
ciating money is an actual real profit and not merely an apparent
one. Perhaps generally, however (largely as a result of business
and accounting methods unadapted to the general price change),
most concerns realize only apparent profits in such a period.
One may thus paradoxically say that in such cases net worth
decreases as a result of profitable business activity.
6. Effects of monetary depreciation upon dividends
Another effect of the depreciating money is the tendency of
businesses to distribute apparent earnings in the form of dividends.
Thus, the diminution of real capital is further increased. One
aim of the German law relating to business and accounting was
to prevent payment of dividends from capital. Inasmuch as
the Handelsgesetzbuch, in which this law appears, was not
revised or modified until the end of 1923, when laws on the sub
ject of gold-mark accounting began to appear, the payment of
dividends from only apparent profits was not illegal.
7. Effects of monetary depreciation upon calculation of income taxes
Finally, such inflation tends to cause profits and income taxes
to be paid on merely apparent profits, and, therefore, from
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capital. What Mahlberg considered very unjust was not merely
the fact that apparent profits, which were actually capital losses,
were taxed; but especially the fact that many large genuine
profits could not be taxed according to law. Such genuine
profits were made by concerns with large capital asset holdings
and small depreciation thereon on the one side, and with large
long-term liabilities on the other.
The injustice of a taxation system that measures income in a
depreciating monetary unit and then taxes it is well stated by
F. W. Thornton with regard to the United States.*
After a long struggle the German taxation system finally
admitted the importance of the principle that monetary depre
ciation in its relation to tax calculation should be considered,
although a complete admissible system of accounting on a stable
basis was not explained.
Mahlberg said that if the currency had been appreciating in
value, when losses would in many cases have been only apparent
ones, the tax authorities would have hastened to recognize the
principle that the substantial (and not merely the nominal)
values of respective book figures should be considered—a princi
ple formerly contested by them.†
As a result of the effects of the mark depreciation upon ac
counting, orthodox accounting methods could offer no clear
principles for judging the results of business activity. Com
plete revision was necessary.
*"Investments,” The Journal of Accountancy, vol. XL (1925), p. 332.
† Op. cit., p. 9.
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A Confusion of Terms
By William Morse Cole

To the accountant the difficulty which the average business
man finds in interpreting financial statements is puzzling. Yet
every accountant knows that a vast mass of misunderstanding
follows the attempt to interpret accountants’ figures, both as
found on balance-sheets and on operating statements and income
sheets. There is, of course, nothing intrinsically difficult about
the meaning of accounting terms, if one knows enough about ac
counting processes to understand the fundamental relation be
tween debit and credit and the significance of the two sides of a
balance-sheet. In spite of this, however, we find constantly not
only in the mind of the business man, but in the presentation of
arguments before public-utility commissions and the courts,
absolutely wrong interpretation of accounting figures, and even in
the decisions of courts we find complete misunderstanding of the
facts which the accounts show to a person versed in accounting
practice. No term, probably, has led to more serious misunder
standings and to more unjust decisions of public-utility commis
sions and of courts than “reserve for depreciation.” In one
case* we find the item which appears upon the balance-sheet of a
public-utility under the title “ Reserve for depreciation ” discussed
by counsel in the case and even by the court in its decision as a
“fund,” an amount “invested,” “charges,” and “losses.” It is
obvious that this reserve for depreciation can not be all these
things at once. The confusion in the minds of those handling the
case is unquestionably due to the fact that accountants usually
use in this relation a word that is in daily use in other matters than
accounting, but use it in a sense which is purely technical and
which departs somewhat from its significance in ordinary speech.
The purpose of this article is to suggest the desirability, in relation
to the term “reserve,” of remembering that the word carries to the
non-accounting mind a connotation that such a mind finds difficul
ty in forgetting when the word appears in relation to accounting.
The word “reserve” in ordinary speech implies that something
is held back or reserved for a future use or for permanent with
holding. This, commonly, the accountant who uses the term in
* Michigan Public Utilities Commission v. Michigan State Telephone Co., Michigan supreme
court, Oct. 30, 1924.
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relation to depreciation will say is exactly how the word is used in
accounting. That is what is now denied. The process of setting
up a reserve for depreciation in accounting is, of course, to debit
some account which indicates a cost, such as depreciation, or
depletion, or obsolescence, and to credit the reserve for deprecia
tion. This credit is made in order to record on the books the fact
that some of the assets must be reserved from distribution as
profits lest the capital be impaired. The important fact to
realize is that this reserve represents neither assets nor the source
of assets. It represents nothing but an overvaluation of assets.
Of course the logical thing is to write down the asset account as
the asset which it represents suffers a shrinkage in valuation.
Only because the accountant wishes usually to preserve the
original figure of the cost of the asset does he resort to the device
of crediting a reserve account instead of the original asset account.
Since, then, the reserve for depreciation represents a hole, so to
speak, in an asset, it does not represent anything like what in
ordinary speech we mean by the term “reserve.” It is absurd to
talk about reserving a thing that does not exist. The "reserve”
as it is commonly used in accounting does not represent a reserva
tion of assets shown on the other side of the balance-sheet, for the
assets so shown do not actually exist. The reserve as commonly
shown registers the degree in which the assets shown on the other
side of the balance-sheet fail to exist—the overvaluation of those
assets. Consequently, to the extent of the reserve as shown by
the account, it is impossible to reserve the items shown on the
other side. One may reply that there are other assets to be re
served, and that this account is meant to suggest the need of re
serving other assets in order to make good an overvaluation of the
assets for which the reserve was set up. That, however, does not
serve the purpose of making clear to the lay mind the fact that
assets do not equal the total of the credit side of the balance-sheet,
and when the balance-sheet is in balance with the item "reserve”
on one side the lay mind assumes that assets must exist in amount
equal to the total credit side of the sheet, for it would be absurd to
talk of a reserve of a thing which did not exist to be reserved.
The whole trouble lies in the fact that the layman assumes that
assets listed on the asset side of the balance-sheet exist as assets.
Indeed, why should he not?
The practice of subtracting the so-called reserve, in short ex
tension, from the gross value reported on the balance-sheet does
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not always remove the difficulty, for, since one can not reserve
what does not exist, the layman still takes the balance-sheet to
indicate the existence of the gross asset as given, and understands
a part of that value to be merely reserved for a future purpose.
Indeed, why should he not, when that is what in common speech
we mean by a thing reserved? All accountants are familiar with
stock or store records in which are found some items reserved for
particular use. They are actually in existence, but unavailable
for uses not previously designated.
Yet, as all persons familiar with accounts know, this same term
reserve” is used now and then by accountants to represent not a
hole in the assets, an overvaluation, but an excess of assets over
the claims to those assets as shown by the other items on the
balance-sheet, that is, profits which for one reason or another the
managers desire to reserve from distribution as dividends. These
two uses of the word “reserve” are absolutely contradictory.
One represents the fact that the assets shown on the balance-sheet
do not, to the extent of the reserve, exist in reality, and the other
shows that what we may call excess assets do exist and belong to
the proprietors of the business, but are reserved from distribution
for some purpose usually indicated in the title of the account, as
reserve for expansion, reserve for pension funds, or even reserve
for extraordinary depreciation, where profits are held back not
because the managers believe the property has depreciated to the
extent suggested by the reserve account but because they wish to
be on the safe side and withhold from distribution as dividend
profit believed to have been actually earned, so as to be ready for
an emergency which may fall upon any business when extraor
dinary circumstances happen to bring heavy decline in values.
In the case of Michigan Public Utilities Commission v. Michigan
State Telephone Co., cited previously in this article, the public
utility commission said that the depreciation reserve of $9,500,000
cost the company nothing, for it was derived from returns paid
by users of its service. This implies that the commission thought
that the reserve was an asset, in spite of its appearance on the
credit side of the balance-sheet. The commission appears never
to have realized that the reserve was nothing but a representa
tion of the consumption of assets by the company in rendering
service to its patrons—as much a consumption as the consump
tion of supplies, fuel, and cash in the payment of wages. It is not
surprising that the commission took this attitude in view of the
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fact that the word “reserve” was used in that relation. In
Montgomery’s Auditing we find in the same sentence* the term
“reserve” in the sense of an overvaluation of assets and in the
sense of surplus appropriated for future use and thus withheld
from dividends:
“ Therefore the only way to show the exact or as nearly exact as possible
earnings is to carry a reserve for exhaustion account among the liabilities
equal to 5 cents per ton, and a reserve for sinking fund account equal to an
additional 5 cents per ton as a segregated part of surplus.”

Mr. Montgomery on the next page says that it is “settled
practice” to use the term “reserve” in both senses. The re
grettable thing is that the settled practice of accountants is
actually so unsettling to laymen. Doubly unfortunate is it
that, as Mr. Montgomery points out, sometimes the accountant
uses the word “fund” or “reserve fund” for a reserve which is
segregated surplus, whereas in common speech a fund is always
an asset. Why should the accountant put to strange uses words
that are in common speech when he can perfectly well use common
words in common senses?
In a recent book called Profits, Dividends and the Law,† we
find in the same paragraph these two sentences: “Functional
causes of depreciation . . . should not be taken into . . . the
annual charge . . . which gives rise to a valuation reserve unless
the effect of such causes can be intelligently foreseen”; and, “In
providing reserves for mere contingencies the charge should be to
undivided profits, giving rise to a true reserve of a proprietorship
nature.” [The italics are mine.] Note the effort to make clear
the distinction.
In the October number of The Journal of Accountancy, in
an editorial on page 285, are these words:
Recently the credit men of banks have been thinking a good deal about
the meaning of the language in which an accountant expresses his opinion
of the condition of a company or other business entity, and there seems to
be a rapidly developing demand that the words used shall be so clear, so
devoid of ambiguity, that the simplest reader would not be deceived.

Under present accounting practice one can not know whether a
reserve represents the ownership of assets or the negation of
assets. It is hard to conceive of any better confession that ac
counting terminology is seriously deficient than the use by an
accountant of the same term for two things so contradictory. If
it is desirable to distinguish between these two kinds of reserves,
*Montgomery’s Auditing Theory and Practice, third edition, pages 285-286.
Ronald Press Co.
† Profits, Dividends and the Law, by Prosper Reiter, Jr., pages 120-121. Ronald Press Co.
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question arises as to the method of making that distinction.
Some accountants use the term “reserve” for any overvaluation
of assets, due to such things as depreciation, and use the term
“surplus reserved” for reservations of profits as a means of pro
viding for future needs through actual reservation of existing
assets. This is vastly better than the failure to distinguish at
all; but unless both terms appear on the balance-sheet at the
same time, and possibly even then, the danger of a misunderstand
ing of the nature of the reserve for depreciation remains; for the
man in the street naturally thinks that the total assets equal all
the other items on the credit side plus the reserve.
Yet there is a word in ordinary speech which suggests exactly
the idea which the accountant has in mind when he sets up a “re
serve for depreciation.” It is used in business and in other walks
of life in exactly the sense that it is used by some accountants,
namely, the word “allowance.” That word is used universally
except in accounting for the correction of exaggerations. We
make allowances for exaggerations in peoples’ stories, for valua
tions in the mind of the seller of goods when he must face a buyer’s
market, for the shrinkage in the value of products due to de
preciation, for claims for loss and damage, etc., etc. The follow
ing sentences were taken from a newspaper report of a public
utility case and were written presumably by a reporter who was
not versed in accounting terminology but was writing the lan
guage of the man in the street:
TO SHOW DEPRECIATION
City’s Expert Insists $11,000,000 a Year is Ample Allowance
When the hearing was resumed yesterday by the public-service commis
sion on the applications of the New York Telephone Company for in
creased rates, Manfred K. Toeppen, a consulting engineer who specializes
in valuation problems of public utilities, one of the city’s witnesses, was
cross-examined by Frankland Briggs of counsel for the company. Last
week Mr. Toeppen testified that the annual allowance for depreciation of
the company’s property in this city should not be more than $11,000,000.
He explained that this figure was based on a study of the actual retirement
of property from service since the company was organized. The company
thinks it should be $15,000,000.

It will be observed that the reporter uses the word “allowance”
in exactly the sense that most accountants use the term “reserve”
when they are trying to record an overvaluation of property.
Presumably, too, the writer of the headline was using the talk of
the layman.
It is difficult to believe, if the word “allowance” were
always used for the title of accounts intended to show over196
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valuations, that confusion in the mind of the layman would be so
prevalent as today it is, and that any new misconceptions could
be created by such adoption. The only reason that any one can
desire to use, in accounting, terms of ordinary speech with ex
traordinary meanings is that he wishes to make accounting more
incomprehensible or misleading. No reputable accountant has
such a desire. It is easy, of course, to say that tradition or custom
demands the use of the word “reserve” in the sense which is here
objected to; but, with every fondness for tradition and conserva
tism, one can not see why a term which actually results in confu
sion and serious misunderstanding should be kept when a term
which falls into ordinary speech and will serve the purpose equally
well is so obviously available. Other terms than “allowance”
may be just as good, but they do not appear so obvious and pre
sumably would not so readily remove the confusion which now is
common.
A third need arises in a similar relation, namely, the need for a
term to represent that which neither is an overvaluation of present
assets nor a reservation of past profits. The best illustration of
this is provision for income taxes to be levied on the income of one
period and paid in a subsequent period. Such provision does not
represent an overvaluation of assets, for the assets are still intact.
It merely represents a claim to those assets on the part of the
government. In one sense this provision is properly called a
reserve, for it represents income or surplus reserved for the govern
ment. From the point of view of the owners of the business,
however, it is not surplus but liability. To distinguish it, there
fore, a third term is desirable. Again we ought to use a word
which falls in with the speech of the layman. We commonly say
that we have “provided” for certain things. If we wish on our
balance-sheet to show that the government’s share of our profits
has been provided for, we may very well show on the credit side
of the balance-sheet a provision for income taxes. This indicates
that of the assets shown on the other side of the balance-sheet
(which are in actual existence except for any allowances) a certain
value is labeled as assignable to the claim of the government.
A similar use of the word “provision” would naturally cover
expected losses or shrinkages of which past periods should bear a
share, even though the assets have not yet actually shrunk. If,
for instance, the buildings of a business are insured under policies
which involve co-insurance, it is obvious that a fire would involve
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a loss not recoverable through the policies. The years when no
fire occurs ought to bear a share of the losses actually incurred in
other years, and the cost of insurance is not properly indicated if
only the premiums actually paid are charged as operating costs.
The setting up of a provision for fire loss is required by proper
accounting methods in years when no losses occur. The natural
credit for such entries is in an account which may be called “pro
vision for fire loss.” This indicates neither present shrinkage in
assets nor profits reserved: it represents the fact that a part of
present assets will under the law of averages need application in
the future to offset losses actually to be suffered in the future, but
chargeable to the present, and therefore that the proprietors’
effective equity in the property is reduced.
It may, indeed, be desirable to divide such provisions into two
classes—one representing an expected future shrinkage in assets
in which past periods must bear a share, as provision for fire
losses, and the other representing liabilities that will be estab
lished in the future on operations of the past, as provision for
income or other taxes. The first might be called a “provision,”
and the other an “estimated liability.” The difference between
these is not, however, fundamental, for the effect of both is to
indicate that some of the assets shown on the balance-sheet,
though not overvalued today, will ultimately be absorbed by
exigencies originating in the past.
In summary, the argument is that balance-sheets will be much
more intelligible if they contain terms in accordance with the prac
tices of ordinary speech. The term “reserve” in common use in
accounting confuses three things. These three things ought to be
distinguished on a balance-sheet, and the following are recom
mended: the term “allowance” to indicate overvaluation, either
from depreciation or from decline in value due to other causes;
the term “surplus reserved” for appropriations of surplus for
special purposes; and the term “provision” for a necessary record
of the fact that, though assets are now in existence intact, either a
claim will be later established against them by someone else or an
inescapable shrinkage will be suffered in them (both really
chargeable against past periods), and that therefore the value of
the owners’ equity in the assets is really reduced below what it
would appear to be without such record.
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EDITORIAL

One of the questions which have long been
and will long be before the accountant,
as before the men and women of every
profession, is the definition of what is advertising, using the word
in the sense which implies something offensive to the professional
ideal. It is generally agreed that to advertise one’s personal
attainments and abilities as the merchant advertises his wares is
one of the things which is abhorrent to the fine feeling of that class
of any community which is engaged in serving by personal advice
and counsel the other classes of people. It has become almost an
axiom that the professions shall allow others to praise them. But
acceptance of such a principle does not answer the question:
What constitutes objectionable advertising? It does not draw
a boundary line between what is proper and what is improper.
Some kinds of notoriety-seeking are so blatantly bad that to
classify them among the things taboo is quite simple. Then
comes the sort of willingness to be seen and heard of all men, the
readiness to stand somewhat over-long in the spotlight that may
be altogether vulgar or excusably natural, but for the most part
is in the debatable ground between the permissible and the for
bidden. Here it is that the great dispute arises. It is a rare time
indeed when committees on ethics or conduct or procedure of the
learned professional bodies have not before them some case call
ing for a decision as to what advertisement in its discredited
meaning is or is not. The accountant has been vexed by this
problem more than any other man and the subject is always one
of timely interest. The lawyer, clergyman, physician and sur
geon have been trained from college days in the professional
ideals and they, generally speaking, are not greatly tempted to
walk into the pitfalls of bad taste. But the accountant quite often
comes into his profession after years spent in commercial pursuits
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and he finds it irksome at times to refrain from pursuing. At
least it was so in the early days of professional accountancy.
Today there is rather less of drifting into the profession and rather
more of prepared and purposeful entering into it. But the old
temptation lingers still and many good accountants like to listen
even if they do not yield to the singing of the sirens. This is
a condition that will pass. The next generation of accountants
will probably be unanimous in acceptance of the dictates which
are so often the subject of argument and bitterness today. It is
with today, however, that we are concerned. The accountant
is faced by a constant demand to be rigorous for his ideals. The
medical practitioner and the reputable lawyer have passed beyond
the heat of conflict and are now in quiet possession of their ac
knowledged right to act in accordance with the code of ethical
practice. There are quacks and shysters, of course, but really
they are unimportant. Perhaps they serve a good purpose by
throwing into high relief the merits of the worthy practitioner.
The accountant must continue to labor with his unenlightened
brother who can not, or at any rate will not, conform to the code.
If the readers of this magazine could see some of the questions
which are received in the editorial office or could read some of the
proposed advertising which is sent for review and opinion prior to
issuance, they would understand something of the uncertainty
which prevails in the minds of many earnest but misguided men
with regard to the whole question of what a professional man may
do. Some of the letters indicate a state of mind like that of a
child with a new and intricate toy. He has the toy—now his
task is to learn what to do with it. It will run if properly man
aged. It may be broken beyond repair.
These comments are intended to go
beyond the territory covered by the rule
of conduct of the American Institute of
Accountants. Every member and associate is forbidden to do
certain things which are indubitably and indisputably repugnant
to the proprieties. Indeed, the rule is so definitive that it leaves
no doubt at all that certain things must not be done. Its very
preciseness is perhaps evidence of the complexity of the whole
question. Let us quote the rule:

The Rules are
Definite

“No member or associate of the Institute shall advertise his or her pro
fessional attainments or service through the mails, in the public prints,
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by circular letters or by any other written word except that a member or
associate may cause to be published in the public prints or otherwise what
is technically known as a card. A card is hereby defined as an advertise
ment of the name, title (member of American Institute of Accountants,
C. P. A., or other professional affiliation or designation), class of service
and address of the advertiser, without any further qualifying words or
letters, or in the case of announcement of change of address or personnel
of firm the plain statement of the fact for the publication of which the
announcement purports to be made. Cards permitted by this rule when
appearing in newspapers shall not exceed two columns in width and three
inches in depth; when appearing in magazines, directories and similar
publications cards shall not exceed one quarter page in size. This rule
shall not be construed to inhibit the proper and professional dissemination
of impersonal information among a member’s own clients or personal
associates or the properly restricted circulation of firm bulletins containing
staff personnel and professional information.”

This seems clear enough to avoid any misunderstanding. Mem
bers of the Institute, with scarcely an exception, abide by the
letter of the rule and many another accountant as well conforms.
But there are other kinds of obtrusiveness which may be quite
as reprehensible and much more subtle than any use of the printed
word in manner forbidden by the Institute’s rule of conduct. It
is impossible to draw up a rule which will cover all the fine
points of ethics and leave no doubt as to what may or may not
be done in every conceivable condition. The tables of Sinai
and the Sermon on the Mount give us only an outline. Con
science and mentality must supply the details.

It has been said many times, and it is
entirely true, that it is not necessary to
inculcate rules of conduct where a fine
sense of professional ethics is inherent. In other words if every
man were a chivalrous gentleman and every woman a paragon
of nobility there would be no need for laws at all. We should be
in an age beside which the traditional reign of Alfred would seem
vicious. But so long as there is one sinner among us we must
have law, and law, if it is to avoid being a curse, must be enforced.
So the Institute has gone to great pains to lay down what it con
siders to be a minimum of good conduct, or perhaps it would be
better to say a minimum of inhibitions. Some of the things which
may not be done are specified. Until some one can devise a more
comprehensive rule the things not mentioned in the rule—and
their name is legion—must be decided by the individual practi
tioner. We have said that the rule is clear, and this is true
enough, but even so there are cases in which a question arises in
the minds of practitioners. The publication of a so-called card
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is permitted and distinctly defined. If anyone feels irresistibly
impelled to throw away good money on such a venture he may do
so; but history is not overcrowded by records of such advertising
that repaid the accountant the amount he had expended. Some
wonderful “copy” has been written for these “card” advertise
ments. Here and there an accountant not a member of the
Institute has resolved to observe the code of conduct and has
meticulously confined his advertisement to the limits prescribed
in the rule, but within those narrow bounds has presented encomia
of himself and his associates which make a circus poster look like
a theorem in Euclid. Then again an announcement of change of
firm personnel or of office address seems innocent enough in all
conscience, but some have contrived to embellish and inflate
such matter until the original ostensible purpose of the announce
ment was lost in a burst of ballyhoo. The harmless and necessary
letterhead is another vehicle of fantasy. Everyone has seen
pictorial and typographical museums masquerading as letter
heads. They make it superfluous to consult Who's Who. The life
history and the noble and manly beauty of every member of the
firm are displayed without consideration of the innate and shrink
ing diffidence of the subject. Sometimes there is so much artistry
that there is little room for the letter itself—but that may not be
a misfortune. It is of course merely the veriest coincidence, but
it often happens that letters written on such glorified stationery
are interesting also because of their debonair disregard of gram
matical conventions. The letterhead is something to which the
Institute has not directly addressed itself. It may be unneces
sary to tell members how to design their stationery, but it might
not be a bad plan to do something about it in a rather detached
and didactic way, because what the Institute blesses or bans is
heeded by an ever increasing circle of friends who have not yet
been admitted to its membership. It would do no harm to say
something about letterheads specifically.
Another field in which there is possi
bility of rank growth is that of what has
been described as the “house organ”.
This has no reference to a musical instrument but rather to an
agency whereby things of interest to members and employees of
a firm may be displayed. Productions of this kind are sanc
tioned by the rule which we have quoted. Some of them are
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highly creditable publications conceived with the highest motives
and serving a useful purpose. In the case of a firm having widely
scattered branches it is well that there should be some means
whereby all the staff may be kept informed of matters which
affect the welfare and the work of the organization. The house
organ is not a thing frequently met, but in some well-known in
stances it is worthy of unstinted praise both for its form and
content. The propriety of its production depends upon the
use to which it is put. If it is restricted in circulation to the
firm’s offices and to the clients of the firm, it comes generally
within the scope of the rule; but even the most excellent house
organ might—it is possible—be distributed in an indiscriminate
way which could not be interpreted as anything but a bid for
business. It is one of those things which are easily subject to
abuse, and with that thought in mind the language of the rule
seems to have been carefully chosen so as to withhold approval
of anything resembling unlimited circulation. There is another
kind of publication for which not a word of commendation can be
found. That is the form of printed document known to the
initiated as “boiler plate ”—a pamphlet or book printed in quanti
ties by some ambitious and ingenious publishing house and offered
at a low price to accounting firms, which may imprint upon the
title page a legend that would lead the unwary to believe it an
original product of the firm whose name appears. It is the
common practice to sell this precious stuff to one firm in each city,
if a purchaser can be found at all. The limitation of sale is no
doubt intended to prevent overlapping and a consequent exposure
of the lack of originality. In practice, however, the purpose is
defeated. It often happens that business men receive several
copies of the same original matter from two, three or more sources
and the obvious conclusion is then that accountants’ minds must
be strangely consistent or that somebody is guilty of a fraud
upon the public. There does not seem to be any excuse whatever
for this form of “house organ”. Its notes are cracked and its
tone is low. It is usually issued from the most exalted desire of the
firm to keep the public informed of a host of things which are vital
to the public’s health and happiness. No mere selfish wish to
have one’s name in print and read by potential clients is behind
such circulation. We have been assured of this many times. It
is pure philanthropy—love of mankind, not mankind’s pocket
book—which induces this educational propaganda. The truth
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remains unaltered, nevertheless. “ Boiler plate ” is what it is and
it can not be made anything else, let seller and distributor charm
never so wisely. Fortunately this particular offense seems to be
declining. Now and then it is reported to be seeking new life,
but it is not popular and therefore not profitable; and in spite of
intense altruistic desire to instruct the public it is generally found
that when the profits fall away the urge to serve mankind goes
also into the sere, the yellow leaf.
Again, there is a form of circular letter
which bears a close resemblance to
“boiler plate” but is really original and,
perhaps for that reason, often inaccurate. All circular letters
indiscriminately distributed are anathema in polite society—that
is to say, in polite professional society. There may be valid
reason for addressing one’s own clients upon a subject of general
interest, and if this is done as allowed by the rule quoted above
there seems to be no just basis for complaint; but at best it is a
rather doubtful device and should be employed with the utmost
caution and restraint. It is one of those things that may be
lawful but not expedient, and it probably defeats its own purpose.
What would one think of a physician who sent circulars to all his
patients describing some new discovery in therapeutic science?
Would it not look amazingly like drawing attention to the physi
cian’s willingness to receive first the patient and then the fee?
Are physicians entitled to a higher code of ethics than those men
who are supposed to labor for the health of the body civic, com
mercial and financial ? And the devil of it is that when one begins
to send out circulars it may become a habit and sooner or later
all the neighbors will know about it. It is not a long step from
one’s clients to someone else’s clients, and then to utter disregard
of all that makes a profession worth while. We have in the files
of this office some of the most damnable examples of the circular
letter that it has ever been the misfortune of a patient public to
cope withal. Everything is advertised. Everything is done
and well done by the circular writer and his firm. He is the maker
and dispenser of the only panacea. What he says may be reason
ably well written or it may be, as it usually is, expressed in the
saddest travesty on English. The form makes little difference.
When a man who claims to be a member of a learned profession
gets up to tell the world what a marvellous and efficient person
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he is, he proves that he is not a professional man at all but a
peddler of nostrums. Some of us are old enough to remember
the dashing gentleman with flowing moustaches, a blue shirt and
a sombrero, not to mention other ornamental and necessary parts
of his equipment, who came into the towns and villages in the
summer time driving a bony horse and offering to cure any known
or unknown disease by his magic pills. Sometimes he was ac
companied by a ravishing female who could break ten glass balls
with her revolver without missing ever a shot. It is rather a pity
that this gorgeous gentleman is no longer with us. He was a
great man in his way and he thought out wonderful schemes.
For one thing he was a circular spreader—perhaps he was the
first. There was nothing strikingly conservative about his cir
culars. They described him and his medicines with an almost
partial approval. He should be perpetuated in some way so
that coming generations striving to trace the evolutionary proc
esses of ethics out of bombast might have him as an exhibit.
There have been circulars issued in this century which might
lead one to believe that this peripatetic cynosure of our youth
ful eyes had turned his talents to accountancy.

We are trying to mention some of the
principal ways by which the accountant
or his counterfeit has advertised and in
a few cases still is advertising. Those that have been briefly
described are not the most difficult to classify. In most instances
they are clearly harmless or quite bad. There are other kinds of
advertising which are coming more and more into prominence, and
it is with these that the future arbiters will have to deal. Let us
take for example the writing of books, the making of speeches, the
acceptance of positions of public trust—all these have in them
great possibilities of advertising, and it is folly to suppose that the
accountant or lawyer or physician or clergyman either is totally
blind to the facts. The professional man who performs any
outstanding task is entitled to receive the credit and if, in the wake
of that credit, comes an enhanced prestige with its concomitant
increase in practice who shall cavil? And we need not go too
deeply into the question whether the service performed was
entirely uninfluenced by a sense of benefits to come or not. If
good work has been well done and the public has been aided by
even the weight of one poor scruple it is worthy of praise. Of
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course, we all know of men who have given of their time and
talents without thought of anything but the doing of their duty.
Some of them have given with such extravagant liberality that
they have not paused to hear the praise or perhaps even to reap
the reward which might have been had for the asking. On the
other hand we all know of men who are so eager to appear for
a moment an inch above the crowd that they insist upon rendering
public service for which the public is in no immediate need.
Between these two extremes lies the middle class of laborers in
the public vineyards. They are working perhaps for two kinds
of wages: the doing of duty and the acquiring of fame or noto
riety. If the work is good it is well, and the advertising gained is
not against any present code of conduct. Anyone who envies
those who have attracted attention in a proper way is unfair and
unreasonable.
We have reserved for the last para
The Best Kind
graphs of this rambling discussion of
of All
a momentous matter the kind of adver
tising which everyone wants and some unfortunately do not
obtain—the publicity, to use an obnoxious word, the prominence,
to use a somewhat better, which comes with the publication
of one’s name at the foot of a balance-sheet. There are many
accountants whose duties never involve the certification of ac
counts; but as the advantages of full exposition of financial condi
tion are more and more recognized by business men the time will
come when the accountant in even the least town will be asked to
certify the accounts of his clients. That is the truly satisfactory
advertising. It says to those who consider that the accountant
whose name is on the published statement has ability, standing,
experience or else he would not have the confidence of the cor
poration audited—provided, of course, that it is a corporation or
company which is worthy of respect. It is the same kind of
advertisement that the great surgeon gets when he operates with
success upon some noted man or for some extraordinary ailment.
The lawyer who is the advisor of a powerful company or the
advocate of some prominent litigant obtains the same sort of ad
vertising. And it is good not only for the individual practitioner
concerned but also for the whole profession of which he is a
member. Every good accomplishment by an accountant helps ac
countancy as a whole to gain its deserved place in public estima
tion. On this phase of the subject it is rather difficult to avoid
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indulgence in bland platitudes. A school-boy who could not ex
pound the theory that virtue will reap reward would be a dunce
indeed. Perhaps the very manifestness of the proposition is its
weakest point—people fight shy of the trite doctrines. But at
the risk of incurring the awful charge of being truistic one can not
refrain from pointing out that the way to fame is by doing good
work. The young man who comes into the profession filled with
confidence and short of cash will pass through a period when it
seems to him impossible to make any impression upon a heartless
world. He has the ability and the training; he is willing to do
work which will bring fame and fortune; but he can not find the
spot to place the ladder by which to climb. It is at this moment
in his career that the accountant is most sorely tempted to arise
and say to the world at large, “ Behold me! Am I not splendid in
my wisdom and my might?” Of course, the silly old world will
go on with its knitting. It has heard so many times the same
story that it will probably pay no attention at all to the too vocal
stripling. But it is hard to convince the man who is yet to
achieve that he will not hasten the glad day by blowing a kind of
reveille to the dawn. So it is well that the whole question of
advertisement should be controlled by a few rigid rules. It
prevents the young man who might otherwise waste his money
and quite probably make himself ridiculous. It protects him
from himself. For, and this point is seldom sufficiently stressed,
if advertising were proper for all the profession and if it were prof
itable, what chance would the beginner have against the older
men with their resources and experience and capital? The little
fellow would be crushed to the wall. He would not be heard at
all in the tumult. So for every reason it is well that advertising
of a professional character should be stamped out. It is offensive
to good taste; it is a waste of money and energy; it would spell
ruin to the newcomer, and it would take accountancy out of its
station among the professions and put it with the trades. These
comments are due to requests that an effort should be made to
discuss somewhat comprehensively the entire question of adver
tisement for professional accountants. They are not concerned
in the least with the subject of the advertising of commodities.
Every accountant, like every business man, in these days knows
that there is a value in intelligent advertising when the thing
advertised is something tangible. A great part of the success of
modern business is the direct result of good and true and attrac
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tive advertisement. This must be written lest some zealous
advocate of advertising in its commercial sense should take um
brage and destroy us utterly. In other words, advertising is
good in its place, but its place is not in the professional world
where personal ability, knowledge and integrity are the things
that count.
In the brief period of its existence the
The Accountants’ Club
Accountants
’ Club has already shown
of America
promise of a career of usefulness which
may surpass even the hopes of its founders. In a few months,
the membership has exceeded four hundred; the club rooms have
received a thorough baptism of patronage, and an atmosphere of
cordiality has prevailed which augurs a steadily developing
attitude of cooperation among accountants and their associates
in related fields of activity.
The existence of such a place of informal congregation offers an
opportunity of incalculable value for intimate, personal discus
sion of the problems which mutually affect accountants; officers of
corporations, banks, governmental and municipal bodies; mem
bers of the judiciary; attorneys, engineers, and others, of all of
whom the club’s membership is composed. The wisdom of the
provision for admission of professional and business men whose
activities are often convergent with those of public accountants is
evident, and the manner in which this new organization has been
conducted deserves congratulation.
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Edited by Stephen G. Rusk
A decision of more than passing interest is that of the circuit court of appeals
in the case of Charles W. Anderson, collector, v. George McNeir, in which it is
held that:
The gift tax was not a direct tax but an excise on one of the uses of
property.
It was not unconstitutional because retroactive.
It did not violate the due process clause of the fifth amendment of the
constitution and it operated uniformly and the classification was not un
reasonable nor capricious.

This decision reversed that of the lower court, and it is likely that the ques
tion will not finally be decided until the supreme court passes on it.
Another decision of importance is that of the supreme court in the case of the
State of Florida v. Secretary Mellon wherein the said state sought leave to file a
bill of complaint against the citizens of other states, to enjoin them from at
tempting to collect in Florida inheritance taxes imposed by the revenue act of
1926.
The opinion of the court is as follows:
“The imposition of the federal estate tax in the absence of a state tax
which may be credited may cause the withdrawal of taxable property from
the state, does not authorize original jurisdiction by the United States
supreme court.”

The federal estate-tax law was enacted in pursuance of the United States
constitution and is the supreme law of the land, and conflicting state laws must
yield.
The federal estate tax is uniform notwithstanding that certain states do not
impose an inheritance tax which may be credited thereon, the rule requiring
only that the liability imposed shall be alike in all parts of the United States.
A state may not sue as parens patriae of its citizens in protecting them
against risk of prosecution for failure to comply with the federal estate-tax law,
claimed to discriminate against them, since they must look to the United States
for such protective measures as flow from that status.
SUMMARY OF RECENT RULINGS
A deed to grantor’s children for the life of the survivor, then to grantees’
descendants for twenty-one years, and then fee to such descendants, is not a
transfer to take effect at or after death. (United States district court, E.D.
Pennsylvania, Fidelity Trust Company et al., co-administrators, v. Blakeley D.
McCaughn, collector.)
Earned surplus may be included in invested capital, under section 326 (a),
1918 act, notwithstanding that a prior operating deficit of the corporation had
not been made up. (Circuit court of appeals, eighth circuit, Milton Dairy
Company v. L. M. Willcutts, collector.)
Value for capital stock should not include goodwill which is dependent solely
on the continuance of the life of an individual and the friendly feeling toward
him of another company. (United States district court, district of Massa
chusetts, Noyes-Buick Company v. Malcolm Nichols.)
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Gains from an illegal business were taxable under the 1921 act. The 1921
act does not furnish immunity to one who makes incriminating disclosures in
the income-tax return required. Privilege against incrimination in fifth amend
ment is a complete defense to an indictment charging failure to file return, when
such return would disclose earning in the commission of crime. (Circuit court
of appeals, fourth circuit, Manly S. Sullivan v. United States.)
Provision of section 1106 (a) of the 1926 act, that expiration of limitation
period against the United States for assessment and collection of taxes shall ex
tinguish the tax liability, does not operate to destroy the effect of section 3224
of Revised Statutes, which prevents the enjoining of any assessment or collection
proceeding of the government.
If collection of a tax was illegal, the right thereto having been barred by
limitation, a waiver given to prevent advertisement for sale under restraint, in
volving destruction of credit, etc., should be canceled by a court of equity.
(United States district court, E. D. of Virginia, Thornhill Wagon Company v.
John Noel, collector.)
To the extent of value of corporate assets acquired by stockholder on dissolu
tion or expiration of corporation, he is liable for its debts, although there was no
formal transfer made. (Circuit court of appeals, fifth circuit, Coppe Manu
facturing Company v. United States.)
A corporation was not doing business when its only activity was the owner
ship and preservation of property and receipt of income therefrom, with only
necessary corporate organization, though payments received on investments
were reinvested and regular dividends were paid. (United States district court,
N. D. of Georgia, Nunnally Investment Company v. J. T. Rose, collector.)
Board of tax appeals has jurisdiction to determine whether a deficiency as
sessment is barred by limitation in section 250 (d) of the 1921 act and section
277 (a) (2) of the 1924 act, and the filing of amended return does not toll
statutes. (United States district court, N. D. Ohio, United States v. National
Refining Company.)
A real-estate brokerage corporation with a large income, having paid-in capi
tal of but $8,450, owned by four individuals (except one qualifying share) who
devoted all their time to the business, all the expenditures after organization
being from current profits, was held entitled to personal-service classification
under the 1918 act. (United States district court, N. D. Ohio, George B.
Ricaby Company v. Charles H. Nauts, collector.)
The board of tax appeals has full reviewing jurisdiction over findings of the
commissioner in special assessment cases, no unreviewable discretion being
granted him, and may require production of the “comparative statistics data
sheet” used in determining excess-profit tax under section 328 of 1918 act.
(Circuit court of appeals, D. C., David H. Blair v. Osterlein Machine Company.)
Payment under a compromise agreement may not be recovered as a payment
under duress though the compromise involved the dismissal of indictment
against an officer or taxpayer and the government could have coerced payment
of a larger sum. (Circuit court of appeals, fifth circuit, Alexander S. Walker
v. Alamo Foods Company.)
Loss is deducted as arising from “other casualty” under the 1916 act, re
sulting from damage to an automobile in the unauthorized possession of the
chauffeur. (Circuit court of appeals, second circuit, George L. Shearer v.
George W. Anderson.)
The gift tax was not a direct tax but an excise on one of the uses of property.
The gift tax was not unconstitutional because retroactive.
The gift tax did not violate the due process clause of the fifth amendment; it
operated uniformly and the classification was not unreasonable nor capricious.
(Circuit court of appeals, second circuit, Charles W. Anderson, collector, v.
George McNeir.)
TREASURY DECISION
(T. D. 3951, December 29, 1926)
Regulations 37, article 27; Regulations 63, article 23: Property held jointly or
as tenants by the entirety.
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Estate Tax
Property held as joint tenants and as tenants by the entirety.—
article 27, Regulations No. 37 (revised January, 1921), and article 23,
Regulations No. 63, amended.

Article 27 of Regulations No. 37 (revised January, 1921), and article 23,
Regulations No. 63, are hereby amended to read as follows:
Property held jointly or as tenants by the entirety.—The statute provides
for the inclusion in the gross estate of interests held jointly by the decedent
and any other person or persons and of estates by the entirety. This provision
applies only to a joint tenancy, or a tenancy by the entirety, created subsequent
to the passage of the revenue act in force and effect at the time of the decedent’s
death. This class of property includes all interests, whether in real or personal
property, where the survivor takes the entire property by right of survivorship,
and consequently the decedent’s interest therein forms no part of his estate
for purpose of administration. It does not include interests held as tenants in
common where the interest of each tenant passes free from any right of sur
vivorship.
The following are examples of this class: Real estate held by joint tenants;
real estate held by husband and wife (known as an estate by the entirety);
money deposited in a bank or trust company in the joint names of the decedent
and another and payable to either or the survivor; and, in general, all securities
and other personal property, where the title thereto was vested in the decedent and
one or more other persons, subject to the right of survivorship.
These amendments apply only to the estates of decedents who died prior to
the effective date of the revenue act of 1924.
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the editors of the Students’ Department.)
ancy

Examination in Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II

November 19, 1926, 1 P. M. to 6 P. M.

The candidate must answer all the following questions:
No. 1 (27 points):
During the month of December, 1925, the Non-such Oil Company prepared a
budget covering the six months from January 1 to June 30, 1926, the main pur
pose being an endeavor to forecast the company’s cash position as of June 30,
1926.
Below are given the figures used in compiling the budget and the actual figures
for the six months.
From these and the data following, you are required to prepare a statement
for presentation to the board of directors, showing a comparison between esti
mated and actual results and, in addition thereto, a brief but comprehensive
report, to be read in conjunction therewith, explaining the differences and their
effect on the company’s cash position as shown by the statement.
The figures given cover all sources of revenue and expense.

Non-such Oil Company

Sales of crude oil.........................................................
Sales of refined products:
Gasoline....................................................................
Kerosene...................................................................
Other.........................................................................
Purchases of refined products:
Gasoline....................................................................
Other.........................................................................
Operating expenses:
Direct charges.........................................................
Materials and supplies from warehouses............
Marketing expenses....................................................
General and administrative expenses......................
Capital additions:
Direct charges.........................................................
Materials and supplies from warehouses............
Interest on bonds........................................................
Bond sinking fund.......................................................
Preferred stock dividend............................................
Preferred stock sinking fund.....................................
Accounts receivable:
January 1st..............................................................
June 30th.................................................................
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Estimated
$4,000,000

Actual
$3,610,000

4,400,000
420,000
1,555,200

4,200,000
406,000
1,580,400

315,000

380,000
102,000

1,620,000
180,000
2,290,400
900,000

1,560,000
170,000
2,222,240
800,000

2,000,000
1,500,000
60,000
50,000
350,000
200,000

1,800,000
1,500,000
60,000
50,000
350,000
200,000

900,000
1,200,000

900,000
1,100,000

Students' Department
Accounts payable:
January 1st..........................................................
$700,000
$700,000
June 30th.............. .......................
800,000
750,000
Inventories of materials and supplies:
For operating purposes, January 1st...................
50,000
50,000
“
“
“ June 30th.......................
50,000
50,000
For new construction, January 1st....................
500,000
500,000
“ “
“
June 30th........................
500,000
400,000
Notes:
(1) There are no marketing expenses on crude oil sales.
(2) Purchases of materials and supplies are paid for within the month re
ceived.
Statement of quantities
Refinery
Purchases Production
Sales consumption
Crude oil (barrels):
Estimated........................
4,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000
Actual...............................
1,900,000 1,900,000
3,800,000
Refined products (gallons):
Gasoline:
Estimated........................
3,000,000 50,400,000 40,000,000
Actual...............................
4,000,000 47,880,000 42,000,000
Kerosene:
Estimated........................
8,400,000 6,000,000
Actual...............................
7,980,000 5,800,000
Other:
Estimated........................
21,000,000 19,440,000
1,200,000 19,950,000 17,560,000
Actual...............................
Refinery loss:
Estimated........................
4,200,000
Actual...............................
3,990,000
Note: 1 barrel equals 42 gallons.
Solution:
Board of Directors,
Non-such Oil Company.
Gentlemen:
During the six months period ended June 30, 1926, the company’s cash
increased $552,160. This amount compares with an estimated increase,
indicated by the cash budget prepared in December, 1925, of $709,800, the
actual increase being, therefore, $157,640 less than estimated.
The difference between the actual and estimated increase in cash was the
combined result of the following:
Excess of estimated over actual receipts:
Estimated........................................................... $10,075,200.00
Actual.................................................................
9,596,400.00 $478,800.00

Excess of estimated over actual disbursements:
Estimated...........................................................
Actual.................................................................

$9,365,400.00
9,044,240.00

321,160.00

Difference, being excess of estimated increase over actual increase
in cash........................................................................................... $157,640.00

The attached statement, exhibit “A”, shows a comparison of the actual and
estimated amounts of the individual items of receipts and disbursements,
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sales of products:

.09

.07

.10

$ 1.90

Price

214

T o t a l ..............

G a s o l i n e ..............
O t h e r refined p r o d u c t s

Purchases:

A c c o u n t s payable, J a n u 

dividends:

Disbursements:
F o r m e r c h a n d i s e purchases,
expenses, capital a d d i 
tions, fixed charges a n d

R e c e i p t s f r o m c u s t o m e r s ..

1,200,000 gal.

.085

1,

1 9 2 6 ....

$482,000.00

$380,000.00
102,000.00

uary

$9,596,400.00

1,100,000.00

$10,696,400.00

T o g e t h e r ..................
A c c o u n t s receivable, J u n e

30, 1 9 2 6 ........

$9,796,400.00

#3,610,000.00
4,200,000.00
406,000.00
1,580,400.00

$ 900,000.00

Amount

T o t a l ..............

$.095

O t h e r refined

4,000,000 gal.

5,800,000 gal.

17,560,000 gal.

K e r o s e n e ...............

products

1,900,000 bbl.

42,000,000 gal.

G a s o l i n e ................

Quantity

Actual

six m o n t h s e n d e d
J u n e 30, 1926:
C r u d e o i l ...............

Sales,

“A
”

3,000,000 gal.

.08

.07

.11

$2.00

Price

$.105

19,440,000 gal.

6,000,000 gal.

2 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 bbl.
40,000,000 gal.

Quantity

Amount

30, 1 9 2 6

Due
to

.........

in q u a n t i t y

difference

Due
to

.........

in price

difference

$315,000.00 $197,000.00*

$578,800.00*

$578,800.00*

$390,000.00*
200,000.00*
14,000.00*
25,200.00

.........

Amount

actual

$30,000.00

$167,000.00*

$65,000.00*
102,000.00*

$700,000.00

$478,800.00*

100,000.00

$405,600.00*

194,400.00

.........

400,000.00*

$315,000.00 $95,000.00*
$30,000.00
........
102,000.00*
.........

$700,000.00

$10,075,200.00

1,200,000.00

$11,275,200.00

$10,375,200.00 $173,200.00*

200,000.00
14,000.00*
169,200.00*

$ 4,000,000.00 $ 190,000.00* $200,000.00*
4,400,000.00
420,000.00
1,555,200.00

(*) in

c o m p a r e d w i t h estimated cash

Resulting increase or decrease

months ended June

$900.000.00

for t h e six

Estimated

C o m p a r i s o n of actual a n d e s t i m a t e d c a s h receipts a n d d i s b u r s e m e n t s

A c c o u n t s receivable, J a n u 
a r y 1, 1 9 2 6 ..........

From

Receipts:

Exhibit

N on-such Oil Company

.....................................
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e x p e n s e s ..
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sinking f u n d ....

o n b o n d s .....

divi

......

stock

$552,160.00

1 9 2 6 ...

dis 

$709,800.00

$9,365,400.00

$9,044,240.00

D i s b u r s e d ............

E x c e s s of receipts o v e r
b u r s e m e n t s ..........

30,

T o g e t h e r .............
A c c o u n t s payable, J u n e

800,000.00

$660,000.00

350,000.00

200,000.00

750,000.00

$660,000.00

350,000.00

200,000.00

$60,000.00
50,000.00

$3,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

$2,000,000.00

$10,165,400.00

divi

$60,000.00
50,000.00

$3,200,000.00

1,400,000.00

$1,800,000.00

.........

$157,640.00*

$321,160.00

50,000.00*

$371,160.00

$ .........

.........

.........

$ ..........

$300,000.00

$200,000.00
100,000.00

100,000.00

$238,160.00

900,000.00
$4,990,400.00

10,000.00
68,160.00

$60,000.00

800,000.00

180,000.00
2,290,400.00

$1,620,000.00

$4,752,240.00

170,000.00
2,222,240.00

$1,560,000.00

$9,794,240.00

T o t a l ..

dends

Preferred

f u n d ........

Preferred stock sinking

Bond

Interest

F i x e d charges a n d
dends:

T o t a l ..

Direct c h a r g e s ..
Materials a n d supplies

Capital additions:

T o t a l ....

tive

General a n d administra

..

supplies

M a r k e t i n g expenses

Materials a n d

rect c h a r g e s ....

Expenses:
O p e r a t i n g expenses, di 
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RECEIPTS

By reference to exhibit “A” it will be noted that actual sales for the period
were $578,800 less than the estimated amount shown by the budget. This
difference was due, chiefly, to the fact that, in the net, prices obtained were
lower than had been estimated, but partly to the fact that net quantities
sold were smaller than had been estimated, as shown by the following sum
mary:
Difference due to changes in price:
Increase or
decrease (*)
Estimated
Actual in actual com
Product
Estimated
pared with es
price
price
quantity
timated sales
$1.90
$200,000*
$2.00
Crude oil...........
2,000,000 bbl.
.10
400,000*
.11
Gasoline............. 40,000,000 gal.
.07
Kerosene............
6,000,000 gal.
.07
.09
194,400
Other..................... 19,440,000gal.
.08
$405,600*

Total

Difference due to changes in quantity:
Product
Estimated
Actual
quantity
quantity
1,900,000 bbl.
Crude oil...........
2,000,000 bbl.
42,000,000 gal.
Gasoline............. 40,000,000 gal.
Kerosene............
6,000,000 gal.
5,800,000 gal.
17,560,000 gal.
Other.................. 19,440,000 gal.

Actual
price
$1.90
.10
.07
.09

$190,000*
200,000
14,000*
169,200*

Total.............................................................................................

$173,200*

Total difference..................................................................................

$578,800*

While the sales for the period were $578,800 less than estimated, the actual
decrease in the amount of cash received from customers compared with the
amount estimated was only $478,800. This was due to the fact that the
aggregate amount due from customers at June 30, 1926, was $100,000 less than
estimated, as follows:
Accounts receivable, June 30, 1926:
Estimated............................................................. $1,200,000
Actual................................................................... 1,100,000

Difference.........................................................

$100,000

This difference in the aggregate amount due from customers at June 30,
1926, was due in part to decreased sales and in part to greater promptness in
payments made by customers as shown by the following tabulation:

Total amount collectible:
Balances due, January 1, 1926.........................
Sales for period...................................................

Actual

Estimated

$900,000
9,796,400

$900,000
10,375,200

$10,696,400 $11,275,200
Together...............................................................
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Collections...................................................................

Percentage of collections to total amount collecti
ble ..........................................................................

$9,596,400 $10,075,200
89.72%

89.36%

The difference between the actual and the estimated amounts of accounts
receivable is therefore accounted for as follows:
Improved collections:
.36% of $11,275,200.......................................
$40,478
Decreased sales:
10.28% (100% -89.72%) of $578,800............
59,522

Together............................................................

$100,000

DISBURSEMENTS

The decrease in cash disbursements of $321,160 compared with the esti
mated amount thereof, is accounted for as follows:
Decrease in expenses............................................... $238,160
Decrease in capital expenditures...........................
300,000

Together............................................................

$538,160

Increase in purchases..............................................

$167,000

Net decrease in expenditures..................................
Decrease in accounts payable................................

$371,160
50,000

Net decrease in cash disbursements......................

$321,160

The increase in purchases of $167,000 as shown by exhibit “A” was due to
the purchase of “other” refined products in the amount of $102,000 which had
not been included in the estimated purchases, and a purchase of 1,000,000
gallons of gasoline more than estimated. In the case of gasoline, the increased
quantity purchased, entailing an expenditure of $95,000, was partly offset by a
reduction of $30,000 in the actual cost compared with the estimated cost due
to the fact that the estimated requirements of 3,000,000 gallons were obtained
at a price of $.01 a gallon less than estimated.
Marketing expenses on refined products sold were one-tenth of a cent a
gallon less than estimated. This accounted for a decrease of $65,440 in total
marketing expenses, the balance of the decrease, $2,720 being due to a decrease
in sales of 80,000 gallons, a relatively small amount.
(Note.—The reduction in other expenses can not be measured in units,
inasmuch as the portions of operating expenses and general and administrative
expenses applicable to the production of crude oil and of refined products
respectively are not stated.)
The decrease of $300,000 in disbursements due to capital additions was due
to a decrease in direct charges of $200,000 and a decrease in disbursements for
materials and supplies of $100,000 as a result of drawing that amount from
warehouses without replacement of warehouse stocks.
The decrease of $50,000 in accounts payable as compared with the esti
mated amount thereof was due partly to the net decrease in expenditures for
purchases, expenses and capital additions and partly to a larger percentage of
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payments on outstanding accounts.
tabulation:

This is evidenced by the following

Actual Estimated
Total amount payable:
Accounts payable, January 1, 1926.........................
$700,000
$700,000
Expenditures for purchases, expenses, and capital
additions.............................................................
8,434,240
8,805,400
Together............................................................... $9,134,240 $9,505,400
Payments on outstanding accounts.........................
Percentage of payments to total amount payable..

$8,384,240 $8,705,400

91.58%

91,79%

The difference between the actual and estimated amount of accounts payable
at June 30, 1926, is therefore accounted for as follows:
Decreased expenditures:
8.21% (100%-91.79%) of $371,160.................................................. $30,476
Larger percentage of payments on account, .21% of $9,505,400........
19,524

Together..............................................................................................

$50,000

With relation to the analysis of the change in the company’s cash position, it
should be noted that the actual production, during the period, of crude oil and
refined products was less than the estimated production. In the case of refined
products the decrease in production was partly offset by increased purchases.
Sales of refined products were only slightly less (in quantity) than estimated.
This was due to the fact that decreased sales of “other” products and kerosene
practically offset increased sales of gasoline.
Inventories of gasoline and kerosene were less than estimated as a result of
decreased production not offset by either increased purchases or decreased
sales. This was partly offset by an increase in the inventory of “other”
refined products, due principally to decreased sales.
Details of production, purchases and sales for the period are shown in
detail in exhibit “ B.” A brief summary of the differences between actual and
estimated quantities follows:
Increase or decrease (*) of actual compared with estimated quantities of
production, purchases and sales
Production Purchases Total
Sales
Inventory
Gasoline (gal.)......... 2,520,000* 1,000,000 1,520,000* 2,000,000 3,520,000*
Kerosene (gal.)........
420,000* ..............
420,000* 200,000* 220,000*
Other (gal.)............. 1,050,000* 1,200,000
150,000 1,880,000* 2,030,000
Total refined
products (gal.).. . 3,990,000* 2,200,000 1,790,000*
80,000* 1,710,000*

Crude oil (bbl.)

Refinery
Production consump
tion
... 200,000* 100,000*

Respectfully,
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Sales
100,000*

Inventory
..............

oil

of actual
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1,900,000

3,800,000

T o t a l .....................................................................

4,000,000

(*)

Losses f r o m evaporation, leakage,
etc.,

are

u n k n o w n ; h e n c e actual inventories m a y b e

less

9,880,000

I n v e n t o r y ( a n d / or losses*) ...........................................................

N ote.

53,400,000
40,000,000

51,880,000
42,000,000

S a l e s ......................................................................................

t h a n the stated a m o u n t .

13,400,000

3,000,000

T o t a l .....................................................................

50,400,000

168,000,000

84,000,000

84,000,000

4,000,000

4,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

47,880,000

159,600,000

79,800,000

79,800,000

4,200,000

79,800,000

21,000,000

8,400,000

50,400,000

2,000,000 gal.

1,000,000 gal.

3,520,000 gal.

1,520,000 gal.

2,520,000 gal.

2 0 0 , 0 0 0 bbl.

100,000 bbl.

100,000 bbl.

2 0 0 , 0 0 0 bbl.

Actual c o m p a r e d
w i t h estimated
Decrease

Increase

30, 1 9 2 6

168,000,000

Gallons

Estimated
Barrels

3,990,000

75,810,000

19,950,000

47,880,000
7,980,000

159,600,000

Gallons

months ended June

P r o d u c e d .................................................................................
P u r c h a s e d ................................................................................

Gasoline:

1,900,000

T o t a l .....................................................................

Sales of c r u d e oil ..............................................................

R e f i n e r y loss ..........................................................................

T o t a l .....................................................................

O t h e r .......................................................................

K e r o s e n e ...................................................................

R e f i n e d products:
G a s o l i n e ....................................................................

3,800,000

Barrels

Actual

sales for t h e six

N on-such Oil Company

“B"

a n d e s t i m a t e d production, p u r c h a s e s a n d

p r o d u c t i o n ..............................................................

A c c o u n t e d for as follows:
Refinery c o n s u m p t i o n :

Crude

Comparison

Exhibit
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Actual

7,980,000
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N ote.

(*)

etc.,

are

less

15,650,000

81,010,000
65,360,000

t h a n the stated a m o u n t .

17,360,000

82,800,000
65,440,000

3,000,000

1,560,000

19,440,000

21,000,000

21,000,000

2,400,000

79,800,000

u n k n o w n ; h e n c e actual inventories m a y b e

or losses*) ..................................................

Losses f r o m evaporation, leakage,

Inventory (and /

S a l e s .............................................................................

T o t a l .....................................................................

P r o d u c e d ........................................................................
P u r c h a s e d ..................................................

8,400,000

6,000,000

5,200,000

3,590,000

Inventory (and /

1926

8,400,000

Gallons

30,

75,810,000

17,560,000

All refined products:

21,150,000

T o t a l .....................................................................

S a l e s .............................................................................

or losses*) ..................................................

1,200,000

19,950,000

2,180,000

P r o d u c e d .................................................................................
P u r c h a s e d .......................................................................

Other:

I n v e n t o r y ( a n d / or losses*) ...........................................................

5,800,000

T o t a l .....................................................................

S a l e s .............................

Barrels

Estimated

m o n t h s ended June

7,980,000

Gallons

sales for t h e six

Barrels

C o m p a r i s o n of actual a n d e s t i m a t e d production, p u r c h a s e s a n d

P r o d u c e d ........................................................................
P u r c h a s e d .......................................................................

Kerosene:

"B”

N on-such Oil Company

Exhibit

2,200,000 gal.

2,030,000 gal.

1 5 0 , 0 0 0 gal.

gal.

gal.

gal.

1,710,000 gal.

8 0 , 0 0 0 gal.

1,790,000 gal.

3,990,000 gal.

1,880,000 gal.

1,050,000 gal.

220,000

420,000
200,000

4 2 0 , 0 0 0 gal.

Actual c o m p a r e d
w i t h estimated
Increase
Decrease

(continued)

1,200,000 gal.

—
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No. 2 (30 points):
The assets and liabilities of four companies are given herewith:
(A) Holding company.
(B) Manufacturing subsidiary of which A owns 80% of the stock, the rest
being owned by outside interests.
(C) Company of which 95% of the stock is owned by B, the rest by out
siders.
(D) Selling company, 92% of the stock being owned by A and 8% by
outsiders.
The building occupied by D was purchased from A for $1,550,000, although
A paid only $1,000,000 for it. D has provided depreciation reserve on the
$1,550,000 at the rate of 4% per annum for 5 years.
Prepare a consolidated balance-sheet eliminating the excess valuation of the
buildings due to the inter-company profit taken by A in selling a building to D
at a profit of $550,000; and show the liability to the minority stockholders of
each company and, by schedule, the minority interests and consolidated surplus.
Arrange the balance-sheet, as to sequence and grouping of items, as you think
best.
Assets
A
D
B
C
Land.............................................
$160,000 $130,000 $300,000
Buildings......................................
940,000
536,000 1,550,000
Equipment...................................
120,000
135,000
Machinery....................................
731,000
Patents.........................................
$600,000
Investments at par in stock of
subsidiaries.............................. 1,476,000
570,000
Owing from other companies ineluded in this consolidation. . 2,853,000
116,000
Inventories:
Raw material...........................
320,500
136,000
Finished goods........................
142,200
128,000 1,215,000
In process.................................
167,313
Accounts receivable....................
1,885,000
496,300
Deferred charges.........................
13,200
385,100
Cash..............................................
1,730
213,000
142,750
115,000
Marketable securities.................
500,000

$5,429,100 $3,934,263 $1,431,730 $5,283,000
Liabilities
Capital stock............................... $2,000,000 $1,500,000
Surplus......................................... 2,210,800
212,963
Owing to companies included in
this consolidation....................
1,720,000
Bonded debt................................
Notes payable............................. 1,200,000
113,400
Accounts payable........................
18,300
Reserves:
Depreciation, machinery and
292,400
equipment............................
Depreciation, buildings..........
95,500

$600,000
557,730

$300,000
634,000

116,000
45,000

1,133,000
1,250,000
1,286,000
322,000

113,000

48,000
310,000

$5,429,100 $3,934,263 $1,431,730 $5,283,000
Solution:
In working any consolidated balance-sheet problem it is necessary to know
whether the holding company has continued to carry its subsidiary investments
at cost or whether it has taken up its proportion of subsidiary profits by charge
to the investment accounts, and has credited these accounts with its share of
subsidiary losses and with dividends received. If the investment accounts
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are carried at cost, eliminations should be made on the basis of the book value,
including capital stock and surplus, at the date of the holding company’s
acquisition of the stock. If profits, losses and dividends have been taken up
in the manner above described, eliminations will be made on the basis of the
subsidiary book value at the date of the consolidated balance-sheet.
The problem does not definitely state which method has been followed by
the holding company, but it does state that the investments are carried at
par. It is assumed, therefore (and this assumption appears to be clearly
warranted), that the par value of the stock also represents the cost. This
being the case, eliminations will be made on the basis of book value at the date
of acquisition. However, the problem does not state the date of acquisition
of any of the inter-company holdings, nor does it state the surplus of the
respective subsidiaries at the dates of such acquisitions. Some assumption
in regard to this matter is, therefore, essential, and it is assumed for purposes
of this solution that the several acquisitions of subsidiary stocks were made
at the dates of organization of the respective subsidiaries, and that, therefore,
no subsidiary surplus or deficit accounts existed at the acquisition dates.
On the basis of the foregoing assumptions, it is necessary to eliminate only
the par value of the subsidiary stocks since the par value also represented the
book value at the date of acquisition.
However, a complication arises in determining the minority interests in
the several companies because of the fact that company “ B ” owns 95 per cent.
of the stock of company “C.” Company "B” has not taken up its earnings
on its holdings in company “ C’s” stock, and company “B’s” surplus, therefore,
includes only its own earnings. However, the minority interest in company
“ B ” must be stated in the consolidated balance-sheet as the total of the minor
ity’s interest in company “B’s” direct earnings and in company “B’s” indirect
earnings from holdings of company “C’s” stock. The following supplementary
working papers show the apportionment of the surplus of the several com
panies as between the respective minority interests and the holding company
and fulfill the requirements of the problem to “disclose the liability to the
minority stockholders, and, by schedule, the makeup of the minority interests
and the consolidated surplus.”
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to m i n o r i t y of

’

D

’

D

s surplus:

’
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. . .

A

to m i n o r i t y ........................................
to C o m p a n y “
” ..................................

—
—
—

Following are the consolidated working papers:

R e m a i n d e r , consolidated s u r p l u s ............................

D e d u c t R e s e r v e for unrealized profit o n sale of building
see c o m m e n t s hereinafter ...............................

—

T o t a l ...........................................

C

D —

M i n o r i t y interests in s u r p l u s ................
M i n o r i t y interests in capital stock:
C o m p a n y " ” 8 % of $ 300, 0 0 0 . 0 0 ...................
C o m p a n y “ ” 5 % of $ 600, 0 0 0 . 0 0 ...................
C o m p a n y “ B ” 2 0 % of $ l,5 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 ................

20%
80%

’

—

,

C o m p a n y “ ” .....................
9 2 % to m i n o r i t y C o m p a n y “ A ” ......................
A p p o r t i o n m e n t of C o m p a n y C s surplus:
5 % to m i n o r i t y of C o m p a n y “ C ” .....................
9 5 % t o C o m p a n y " B ” = $ 5 2 9 8 4 3 . 5 0 .................
A p p o r t i o n m e n t of “ B s ” 9 5 % :
M i n o r i t y of C o m p a n y “ B ” 2 0 % of J 5 2 9 . 8 4 3 . 5 0 .
Company “A
8 0 % o f $ 529, 8 4 3 . 5 0 ....................
A p p o r t i o n m e n t of C o m p a n y “ B s” surplus:

8%

A p p o r t i o n m e n t of c o m p a n y

S u r p l u s p e r b o o k s ............................................

$ 2,9 8 3 , 5 2 5 . 2 0

404,800.00

$ 3,3 8 8 , 3 2 5 . 2 0

170,370.40

423,874.80

583,280.00

$ 2,2 1 0 , 8 0 0 . 0 0

$ 2 1 2 ,9 6 3 . 0 0 $

Total

”

$ 4 4 8 ,5 6 1 . 3 0

300,000.00

$ 1 4 8 ,5 6 1 . 3 0

42,592.60

”

$ 5 5 7 ,7 3 0 .0 0

Total

Company “C

105,968.70

Minority

“B

a n d consolidated surplus

Company

of m i n o r i t y interest

Company “A "

Computation

$

$ 5 7 ,8 8 6 . 5 0

30,000.00

$ 2 7 ,8 8 6 . 5 0

27,886.50

Minority

”

$ 6 3 4 ,0 0 0 . 0 0 $

Total

Company “ D

$ 7 4 ,7 2 0 . 0 0

24,000.00

$ 5 0 .720 .0 0

50,720.00

Minority
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O w i n g f r o m other c o m p a n i e s included
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“B
”

"C"

,

. .

940,000.00
536,000.00
B u i l d i n g s ...................................................
135,000.00
E q u i p m e n t .................................................
731,000.00
M a c h i n e r y ..................................................
600,000.00
P a t e n t s .....................................................

T o t a l .............................................

M a r k e t a b l e securities......................................

C a s h ........................................................

I n p r o c e s s .............................................
A c c o u n t s receivable .......................................
D e f e r r e d c h a r g e s ...........................................

$5,429,100.00

385,100.00
115,000.00
$3,934,263.00

320,500.00
142,200.00
167,313.00
496,300.00
13,200.00
142,750.00

”

Consolidated

5 7 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 (C)

$11,063,093.00

615,000.00

2,381,300.00
13,200.00
742,580.00

1,885,000.00

213,000.00

1,485,200.00
167,313.00

456,500.00

3,026,000.00
255,000.00
731,000.00
600,000.00

$590,000.00

balance-sheet

1,200,000.00 (A)
2 7 6 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 (B)

2,969,000.00 ( D )

$

eliminations

Inter-company

1,215,000.00

1,550,000.00
120,000.00

$300,000.00

“D

$1,431,730.00 $5,283,000.00 $ 5 , 0 1 5 , 0 0 0 . 0 0

1,730.00
500,000.00

136,000.00
128,000.00

2,853,000.00
116,000.00
tion ...............................................

in t h e consolida 

D

m a t e r i a l s ........................................
Finished g o o d s ........................................

Raw

Inventories:

”

$
S160 000.00
$130,000.00
L a n d ........................................................

“A

W o r k i n g papers (Date)

Subsidiaries

1,200,000.00
C o m p a n y “ B ” . . ..................................
276,000.00
C o m p a n y “ ” .......................................
570,000.00
C o m p a n y “ C ” .......................................

I n v e s t m e n t s at p a r in stock of subsidiaries:

Assets

—

and

C o n s o l i d a t e d balance-sheet

Company " A "
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Company
Company
Company
Company

Liabilities

..............................

..............................

..............................
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—
—

”

—

9 2 % .................

D
—8%

B u i l d i n g s ..........................................

M a c h i n e r y a n d e q u i p m e n t .................

R e s e r v e s for depreciation:

N o t e s p a y a b l e ....................................
A c c o u n t s p a y a b l e .................................

O w i n g to c o m p a n i e s in t h e consolidation .......
B o n d e d d e b t ......................................

Company “A

Minority

$5,429,100.00

18,300.00

1,200,000.00

..........................

C o m p a n y “ B ” 2 0 % of 9 5 % .
C o m p a n y " A ” 8 0 % of 9 5 % ........
C o m p a n y “ ” ..............................

M i n o r i t y of

Minority
Company “ ”

—
A —

Company “

B ” ..............................
2 0 % ........................
8 0 % .................
C o m p a n y “ C ” ..............................
C o m p a n y " C ” — 5 % .....

R e m a i n d e r ..............................

R e s e r v e for profit o n sale of b u i l d i n g .............

404,800.00

$1,431,730.00

$5,283,000.00 $5,015,000.00

$11,063,093.00

340,400.00
518,500.00

453,700.00

322,000.00
48,000.00
310,000.00

1,250,000.00
2,531,000.00

M
50,720.00
583,280.00 S

M

27,886.50
105,968.70 M
423,874.80 S

M

S

R

M
M
M

42,592.60
170,370.40 S

1,806,000.00

45,000.00

2,969,000.00 ( D )

2 7 6 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 (B)

300,000.00
30,000.00
24,000.00

$2,000,000.00

1,250,000.00
1,286,000.00

634,000.00

300,000.00

1,200,000.00 (A)
5 7 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 (C)

$

1,133,000.00

$

116,000.00

557,730.00

600,000.00

$3,934,263.00

$

113,000.00

113,400.00

1,720,000.00

212,963.00

1,500,000.00

292,400.00
95,500.00

$2,000,000.00 $
..............................

2,210,800.00
” ..............................

“C ”
“D ”

”

“B ”

“A

Company “A

S e e s u p p o r t i n g schedule:

M i n o r i t y of

Surplus

Capital stock:

B

inD

in B

inC

in
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One of the most interesting points raised by this problem is the establishment
of a reserve for unrealized inter-company profits on the sale of fixed assets by
company “A” to company “D.” When company “A” sold the building to
company “ D ” it virtually sold 92 per cent. of it to itself and 8 per cent. to the
minority stockholders of company “ D.” Therefore, 92 per cent. of the profit,
or $506,000, must be regarded as an unrealized inter-company profit, while 8
per cent., $44,000, would appear to be properly regardable by company “A”
as a profit for which no reserve would have to be established.
If a consolidated balance-sheet had been prepared at the date of the sale, a
reserve for inter-company profit in the amount of 92 per cent. of $550,000, or
$506,000, would have been necessary. In considering what reserve is necessary
at the present time it may be helpful to look forward to the end of the life of the
building. During the twenty-five-year period in which “D" will occupy the
building its profits will be $550,000 less than they would have been if the build
ing had been purchased for $1,000,000. This is clearly true because the de
preciation will be $1,550,000 instead of $1,000,000. If the inter-company sale
at a profit results in reducing “D’s” profits $550,000 during the twenty-five
years, it will also result in reducing “A’s” profits 92 per cent. of $550,000, or
$506,000. At the end of twenty-five years company “A” would, therefore, be
justified in considering that the profit taken up at the time of the sale compen
sates it for the reduced profits reported by company “D” during the
twenty-five years. In other words, while company “A” is not justified in
taking up the $506,000 as a profit at the time of the sale, it is justified in taking
it up little by little through the twenty-five years to offset the reduced profits on
“D’s” operations.
The present status, therefore, appears to be as follows:

Total inter-company profit...................................
Less: 8% thereof, regarded as immediately real
ized on the theory that 8% of the plant was
sold to the minority interests........................
Remainder, unrealized profits at the date of the
sale........................................................................
Total inter-company profit...................................
Depreciation rate per annum................................

$550,000.00
4%

Depreciation of profit element per annum.........
Years expired...........................................................

$ 22,000.00
5

Total depreciation of profit element....................
Holding company’s stock interest........................

$110,000.00
92%

$550,000.00

44,000.00
506,000.00

Reduction of profit to holding company during
five years..........................................................

101,200.00

Reserve required.....................................................

$404,800.00
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If company “D” were a manufacturing company a further complication
would arise from the fact that the depreciation on the building would have en
tered into the manufacturing cost and, to the extent that finished goods remain
in company “D’s” inventory, a portion of the profit on the sale of the plant
would still be unrealized profit in inventories. However, the candidate in the
examination was mercifully spared the difficulty of determining any unrealized
profit of this nature for inclusion in the reserve because company “ D ” is a sell
ing company and its depreciation would be regarded as an expense, all of which
would be chargeable against current income, and none of which would find its
way into inventory valuations.
Following is the consolidated balance-sheet prepared from the foregoing
working papers:
Company "A” and Subsidiaries
Consolidated balance-sheet
(Date)
Assets

Current assets:
Cash.....................
Accounts receivable
Inventories:
Raw material. . . .
Finished goods. . ,
In process............

$742,580.00
2,381,300.00
$456,500.00
1,485,200.00
167,313.00

2,109,013.00
615,000.00

Marketable securities

$5,847,893.00

Fixed assets:
Land...................................
Buildings............................
$3,026,000.00
Less: Reserve for deprecia
tion ..............................
518,500.00

$590,000.00

2,507,500.00

Machinery and equipment:
Machinery.......................
Equipment.......................

$731,000.00
255,000.00

Total...............................
$986,000.00
Less: Reserve for deprecia
340,400.00
tion ..........................
645,600.00
600,000.00

Patents

4,343,100.00
13,200.00

Deferred charges

$10,204,193.00
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Liabilities and Net Worth
Current liabilities:
$453,700.00
Accounts payable.............................................
Notes payable................................................... 2,531,000.00
---------------- $2,984,700.00
1,250,000.00
Bonded debt..........................................................
581,167.80
Minority interest in capital stock and surplus
404,800.00
Reserve for unrealized profit on sale of building
Net worth:
Capital stock..................................................... $2,000,000.00
Surplus................................................................ 2,983,525.20
---------------4,983,525.20
$10,204,193.00
This problem can also be solved, and perhaps more easily, by making ad
justments in the working papers to take up, in the case of company “A” and
company “B,” their proportions of the surpluses of their subsidiaries.
In taking up “A’s” and “B’s” respective proportions of the surpluses of
their subsidiaries, the solution is following the assumption, previously made, that
the subsidiaries had neither a surplus nor a deficit at the date of acquisition
and that, therefore, the surplus at the date of the consolidated balance-sheet
represents profits from the date of acquisition to the date of the balance-sheet,
less any dividends that may have been paid.
The adjustments necessary to take up the profits from stockholdings are
computed as follows:

Surplus, per books............
“B’s” interest in “C’s”
surplus, 95% of $557,730
(adjustment No. 1)....

“B’s” adjusted surplus. . .
“A’s” interest in:
“D’s” surplus = 92% of
$634,000 (adjustment
No. 2).........................
“B’s” surplus = 80% of
$742,806.50 (adjust
ment No. 3)...............

“A”
“B”
“C”
“D”
$2,210,800.00 $212,963.00 $557,730 $634,000

529,843.50

742,806.50

583,280.00

594,245.20
$3,388,325.20 $742,806.50 $557,730 $634,000

These adjustments are applied in the following working papers, in which
eliminations are made on the basis of book values at the date of the consolidated
balance-sheet:
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D

”

C

Company “ B

’

”

T o t a l ...........................

Marketable-securities ...................

C a s h ......................................

I n p r o c e s s ...........................
A c c o u n t s receivable .....................
D e f e r r e d c h a r g e s ........................

R a w m a t e r i a l .......................
Finished g o o d s .............. .......

Inventories:

t h e consolidation ...................

’

Add:

f r o m “ B ” .....
E l i m i n a t e present b o o k v a l u e .
“ A s ” I n v e s t m e n t in C o m p a n y " D ”
A d d : A ’s profit f r o m “ ” ....
E l i m i n a t e present b o o k v a l u e .
" B ’s " i n v e s t m e n t in C o m p a n y “ ”
A d d : B s profit f r o m " C ....
E l i m i n a t e present b o o k v a l u e .
O w i n g f r o m other c o m p a n i e s included in

“A

Investments:

P a t e n t s ...................................

E q u i p m e n t ...............................
M a c h i n e r y ...............................

B u i l d i n g s .................................

L a n d ......................................

Assets

600,000

”

”

320,500
142,200
167,313
496,300
13,200
142,750

116,000

570,000

$160,000
940,000
135,000
731,000

“B
”

”

594,245.20
(3)

$

Eliminations

Consolidated

$590,000

balance-sheet

500,000

1,730

213,000

1,885,000

$11,063,093

13,200
742,580
615,000

2,381,300

167,313

456,500

$6,722,368.70

2,969,000.00 ( D )

1,099,843.50 (A)

8 5 9 , 2 8 0 . 0 0 (B)

1,485,200

1,215,000

(1)

(2)

128,000

529,843.50

583,280.00

1,794,245.20 (C)

255,000
731,000
600,000

Cr.

120,000

$

Adjustments

3,026,000

$

Dr.

1,550,000

$300,000

“D

136,000

$130,000
536,000

“C

W o r k i n g p a p e r s (Date)

Subsidiaries

$5,429,100 $3,934,263 $1,431,730 $5,283,000

385,100
115,000

2,853,000

276,000

1,200,000

$

“A

—

” and
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Company “ A

Students' Department

D

”

—

from

“D ”

.................
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T o t a l ...........................

B u i l d i n g s ...........................

—

N o t e s p a y a b l e ...........................
A c c o u n t s p a y a b l e ........................
R e s e r v e s for depreciation
M a c h i n e r y a n d e q u i p m e n t ........

O w i n g to c o m p a n i e s in t h e consolidation
B o n d e d d e b t .............................

..............

.................

.....................

..............

.................

.....................

—
Eliminate — 8 0 % of present surplus
Company “C ”
M i n o r i t y— 5 %
Eliminate— 9 5 %
Company “D ”
Minority— 8 %
Eliminate — 9 2 %

C

P e r b o o k s ......................
Profit f r o m “
” ..............
M i n o r i t y 2 0 % of present surplus

—

R e m a i n d e r .......................
Company “ B ”

R e s e r v e for profit o n sale of building

Profit

P e r b o o k s .........................
Profit f r o m “ B ” .................

Company “A

Surplus:

C o m p a n y " A ” .....................
C o m p a n y “ B ” .....................
C o m p a n y “ C ” .....................
C o m p a n y “ ” .....................

Capital stock:

Liabilities

Company

(3)

$

5 8 3 , 2 8 0 . 0 0 (B)
2,969,000.00 ( D )

5 2 9 , 8 4 3 . 5 0 (A)

5 9 4 , 2 4 5 . 2 0 (C)

30,000

>11,063,093

340,400
518,500

48,000
310,000

292,400
95,500
113,000

453,700

1,250,000

50,720

M

27,886.50

148,561.30

M

M

404,800 R
2,983,525.20 S

300,000

5 7 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 (A)
2 7 6 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 (B)

M
M
24,000 M

$ 2,000,000

Consolidated
balance-sheet

(C)

$ 1,200,000.00

Eliminations

>6,722,368.70

529,843.50(1)

583,280,00 (2)

594,245.20

>1,707,368.70

$

Cr.

322,000

1,250,000

1,133,000

634,000

300,000

$

Dr.

113,400

45,000

116,000

557,730

600,000

$

"D”

(continued)

Adjustments

2,531,000

$

"C"

—

1,286,000

1,720,000

212,963

1,500 , 100

“B ”

>5,429,100 >3,934,263 >1,431,730 >5,283,000 >1,707,368.70

18,300

1,200,000

2,210,800

$ 2,000,000 $

“A ”

—

“ A ” and Subsidiaries
W o r k i n g papers (Date)

C o n s o l i d a t e d balance-sheet
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Book Reviews
CORPORATE RESOLUTIONS, by Isabel Drummond. Ronald Press Co.,
New York. 321 pp. + xviii.
“This is a damn good book.” Please note the quotation marks.
The writer had unpacked the volume called Corporate Resolutions and laid it
on his desk to take home for examination, when a friend came into the office
picked the book up while waiting and on laying it down made the above
remark.
The judgment was unbiased and spontaneous; it came from one by no
means unqualified to judge and it expresses as briefly as is possible the con
clusion at which I arrived, after study.
Naturally I remonstrated with my friend, first for using such a self-con
tradictory expression, and secondly for swearing at the work of a lady. In
reply to both he referred me to the Century Dictionary which shows that the
two adjectives when used as in the above opening phrase do not contradict, but
emphasize each other and that, by usage, it has become recognized that the
expression is not profane.
It may be admitted at the outset that, as a married man of some experience,
the reviewer accepted the invitation of the editor to comment on this work of
resolutions, written by a woman, with alacrity and with some idea of “getting
even,” as it promised to afford an unusual opportunity for a mere man to dis
cuss such matters without the fear of interruption or contradiction which is
sometimes supposed to hamper a free consideration of the subject.
I regret to say that I do not know the authoress nor even the correct manner
of addressing her, but the title page shows that she holds two degrees, is a
member of the Philadelphia bar and assistant city solicitor of Philadelphia.
Her ability is the only quality which can be reviewed, and the limits of space
increase the difficulties of rendering full justice thereto.
The book opens with a short chapter giving a brief history, by-laws and the
law governing corporate resolutions, clearly written and forming interesting
reading. The authoress states that the origin of the by-law was the law of the
old borough, which is an example of perhaps the oldest form of corporation
under English law. This sounds logical, although it differs from the account
frequently or usually met with, to the effect that “by” implies something of
secondary importance such as a by-way, or by-path.
Her account of the derivation is followed by a brief discussion of the manda
tory and directory provisions of the charter.
The authoress then deals with the resolution as a legal entity and finally em
phasizes the necessity for the expert framing of resolutions—a question on
which all accountants will heartily agree with her.
The above matters are all disposed of in eighteen pages, the remaining 293
pages being devoted to the wording of 359 different resolutions. These are
divided into four sections:
I. Stockholders’ resolutions.
II. Directors’ resolutions appertaining to internal transactions.
III. Directors’ resolutions affecting third parties.
IV. Corporate notices.
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The scope is wide, for the resolutions extend from authorizing, organizing
and fixing name, location and capital stock, to dissolution, and various forms
are included, such as proxies, powers of attorney, prospectus and certificates.
It goes without saying that no one book could contain every conceivable
resolution required under every possible condition, especially in view of
the fact that frequently special phraseology is necessitated by the statutes of
the various states. Still, a somewhat exhaustive search tends to show that all
the usual, and many unusual, conditions are met and met adequately in the
volume being reviewed. A list was made of various resolutions suggested by a
series of reorganizations, and at first there appeared to be some deficiencies in
the book, but on searching the index these all disappeared as it was found that
each case was cared for.
The book is unique—none other of the same character appears to have been
published; it is safe, for innumerable authorities are quoted; it is useful to the
lawyer, the executive office, the stockholder and the accountant: obviously,
then, a wise man in any of the above classes should place it on the shelves of his
library, for there is no escape from agreement with the spirit, if not with the
letter, of the opening sentence of this review.
Walter Mucklow.

INCOME-TAX PROCEDURE, 1927, 2 volumes, by Robert H. Mont
gomery. The Ronald Press Co., New York. 486 and 576 pages.
This year’s edition of Montgomery’s books on federal taxes is confined to
income taxes alone. It will be remembered that the 1926 edition compre
hended information on excess-profits, estate, gift and capital-stock taxes as
well as on income-tax procedure. The work of compiling data on all those
laws from the 1909 to the 1926 act undoubtedly is a task of monumental pro
portions, and as pointed out by the author, even though compressed as much
as possible, would have required three volumes, the aggregate pages of which
would have been four thousand, to set them forth properly.
In view of this, as well as of the fact that a number of the foregoing laws are
no longer in force, the elimination of these subjects seems not to detract one
whit from the value of the 1927 edition.
Mr. Montgomery’s books upon the subject of which this one treats are too
well known to require any review of that which they contain; the manner in
which the subject is presented, and the effective method of indexing. All this
is known to his readers and is a source of satisfaction to them.
To members of our profession it may not be amiss, however, to point out
wherein his books are of great service.
The general run of tax practitioners may handle a great number of cases
without being confronted with some of the problems presented by the laws.
As an instance of this is cited the provisions of the several acts upon the sub
ject of amortization, obsolescence, depletion, the withholding of distribution of
accumulations of earned surplus by corporations, and the statutes of limita
tions. When a client is confronted with some question not theretofore coming
to the attention of the practitioners, they must read up intensively upon the
subject; get all the various expressed views upon the question and then deter
mine upon the particular procedure in the case before them. At such times too
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much information can not be available. The minions of the commissioner
seem to exercise almost devilish cunning in finding interpretations and opin
ions to confute the lowly taxpayer, but when, in the presence of one who has
not only anticipated that which they are relying upon, but cites instances,
opinions and interpretations of which they have not heard, their wily argu
ments fall heavily back upon them. In such cases Montgomery’s work is in
valuable. He, with his associates, not only have thought through the usual
problems of a taxpayer: they have done it on all problems presented by the
several acts.
We like Montgomery’s works in the matter of federal taxation because he is
courageous and outspoken; he does not hesitate to point out the defects of the
laws, and, in many instances, he sees the defects long before others.
All of us perhaps read the laws, but obsessed with the idea that if a law is
duly enacted, it is the law, no matter how unjust and inequitable it may be.
Being in that frame of mind we do not question frequently enough whether or
not a particularly drastic provision is invulnerable. Not so with Montgomery.
If the law is defective he points out the defect, and the taxpayer is thus notified
in advance to protect his interests in the matter.
Stephen G. Rusk.
MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE, by James V. Toner. The Ronald Press
Co., New York. 364 pages.
A few years ago it was difficult to find a textbook on elementary actuarial
science suitable for class work, but now there are several. Mathematics of
Finance was prepared by Professor Toner as a result of his lectures at
Boston University and is written from the viewpoint of a certified public ac
countant addressing students whose knowledge of mathematics is limited.
The reasoning is clear and hardly requires a knowledge even of the rudiments
of algebra, higher mathematics not being used at all. One excellent feature
of the book is the large number of examples worked out in detail, even the
bookkeeping entries being given in extenso, and the numerous problems given
on each chapter for home work.
The first two chapters contain elementary matters relating to simple interest
and discount not usually found in a book of this nature, such as finding the
number of days between given dates, the calculation of chain discounts, etc.
These are followed by a well written chapter on logarithms; then by the main
subject: compound interest, annuities and the application to practical problems
of the formulae derived from the compound-interest table, including an interest
ing chapter on depreciation.
While the simpler problems may be solved by arithmetic, this method is
often slow and cumbersome. A knowledge of the rudiments of algebra is really
essential and enough can be obtained by a few hours’ study. Professor Toner
avoids the use of algebra whenever possible. In this I appear to differ from
him as I much prefer algebra to arithmetic as a basis, but perhaps I am biased
by my early training in the subject. For example, Professor Toner gives first
an arithmetical explanation of the amount of an annuity, then the algebraic,
referring to the appendix for an explanation of the latter. The building up of
the algebraic formula is so short and simple that no student should have any
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difficulty in understanding it. After all, the entire subject covered is based
upon the application of only two major algebraic formulae—one being derived
from and practically the reverse of the other—which if forgotten can be built
up again in a few moments. Other formulae used are derivatives.
It is difficult to include everything in one book, but in a subsequent edition
there should be given a scientific formula for the valuation of an annuity where
the number of times the interest is compounded is less than the number of pay
ments made per annum. The one method of calculation shown for monthly
payments, interest compounded quarterly, may be customary, but it is not
scientific and is incorrect. Also there should be included a short scientific
formula for the valuation of serial bonds sold at a premium or discount—•
Makeham’s formula for example—two pages of the book being devoted to the
arithmetical solution of the value of serial bonds spread over only five years.
Some errors will no doubt be corrected in a subsequent edition.
The volume contains a six-place logarithm table from 1000 to 9999, showing
differences and proportional parts, and a seven-place table from 10000 to 11000
for the more accurate calculation of interest ratios. The ten-place table of
certain interest ratios given in the body of the book should be placed at the end
where it could be more quickly found. The five customary interest and
annuity tables are also included, calculated at 30 rates of interest from ¼ of
1 per cent. to 7 per cent., carried to seven places of decimals.
Edward Fraser.

A FEW WORDS TO THE ARTICLED CLERK, by Daniel S. Fripp, Gee
& Co., London. 40 pages.
A Few Words to the Articled Clerk is a paper read by the author before a
body of student accountants, in which he gives some sound advice and help
ful hints in the matter of preparing for examinations. Many of his sugges
tions would meet with a heartfelt "Amen!” from American examiners.
W. H. Lawton.
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How L. B. Statistical
Service records and tabulates business
facts with speed, accuracy and economy
Library Bureau’s Statistical Service Division offers a com
petent, reasonable service to research bureaus, accountants,
insurance interests and general industry.
This Division will record and tabulate all kinds of statistics
for you. Its experienced corps of operators in conjunction
with large batteries of tabulating and calculating machines
insure a very flexible service.

Five Advantages To You
1—It meets the present and 2—It saves the expense of spe
ever-increasing demand for cialized departments dealing
more accurate and prompt largely in periodic accounting
analyses of your business.
activities.
4
—It offers a decidedly expe
3—It eliminates leasing or buy
ing machines whose operation ditious service because of the
is not reasonably continuous. Division’s size and flexibility.
5—It brings you more accurate sta
tistics in less time—at less expense.

Typical of some of the work this service has rendered its
clients are: expense and cost distribution; sales analyses; costing

and price revisions; computing bank interest; tabulating advertising
questionnaires and research data; insurance statistics and current
and periodic analyses of all kinds.
To the executive interested in the economical compilation of his vital business statistics; we
will gladly send a copy of “Recorded Experience”—a book describing the wide scope of
L. B.’s Statistical Service Division.

Statistical Service Division

Library Bureau

DIVISION OF RAND KARDEX SERVICE CORPN.

New York, 451 Broadway
Philadelphia, 1011 Chestnut Street
Boston, 93 Federal Street

Indianapolis, 128 E. Washington Street
Chicago, 214 W. Monroe Street
Detroit, 322 West Lafayette Blvd.

Montreal, 27 Board of Trade Building
Toronto, 215 Richmond Street West

------- —------------------- -- - ------ — - Use This Coupon------------------------------------------ —
Statistical Service Division, Library Bureau,

380 Broadway, New York City

JA-3-27

Kindly send me a copy of “Recorded Experience” a book describing the wide scope of Library Bureau’s

Statistical Service Division.
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Ward Quality
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Student of Accounting

of Superior White Bond
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with or without name space

Sizes, 8½ x 14 to 34 x 14
Accountants, Bookkeepers and
Cashiers will find these pads
especially suitable for cost
analyses, inventories and a score
of useful purposes.
A complete Line of Commercial
Stationery and Printing Equipment

JOHN WARD & SON

willfind in

AUDIT
WORKING
PAPERS
By

J. Hugh Jackson

an authoritative text on one of the
most important phases of accountancy

Printers and Stationers

115 Cedar Street 112 Liberty Street
New York

HE Bulletin of the American Insti
tute of Accountantsis a monthly pub
lication devoted exclusively to reporting
news of interest to accountants. Miscel
laneous events affecting the profession,
meetings of accountants’ organizations,
reviews of speeches and articles by ac
countants, court decisions, legislation,
activities of the Institute and personal
notes are some of the subjects regularly
reported.

T

THE
Journal of Accountancy
INCORPORATED

135 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Enclosed is one dollar ($1.00) for which please
send the Bulletin for one year beginning.... 1927

This book, published by the
American Institute of Account
ants Foundation, is generally
recognized as a guide to the
best practice, and its use by
schools and by the profession
generally is indisputable proof
of the value of the work. In
addition to 200 pages of text
there are 100 working schedules
reproduced in facsimile.

Carl H. Nau, former president
of the American Institute of
Accountants, says: “It should
be read and studied by every stu
dent who is preparing himself to
enter the public practice of ac
countancy or auditing."

Price $5 a copy
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Save Your Eyes
The W. H. Plunkett Audit Co. writes: — Send two
more Tables. We use them for checking from one
book to the other and attach our working papers to
them while working out sundry schedules etc
It certainly saves
many headaches
and stiff necks
and above all
prevents the eye
strain from which
the public ac
countant suffers.

The
Eyes
of
the
World
Need
It

Use a Dixon’s “El
dorado” when total
ing current charges.
The smooth, even
lead puts added speed
into expert fingers
and makes the figures
easier to write and
easier to read.

Atlanta Long Felt Human Want is Filled bythe Invention of this
Great Necessity—Dr. Farrington’s Portable

Reading Table for the Lap
Conserves and Prolongs the
LIFE OF YOUR EYES

Here is the helper you have always needed. It saves
your eyes—conserves your energy — permits concen
tration with real relaxation and absolute comfort.The
Farrington supports books, magazines, reading mat
ter,typewriter, writing materials,etc.,at just theright
angle to insure correct vision,regardlessof position.

DIXON’S

SIT RIGHT — READ RIGHT
-FEEL RIGHT

ELdoradO

Think what this means! Comfort,
enjoyment, greater mentaland phy
sical energies. Greater facility for
mechanics of reading or writing.
Genuine relaxation. The Farring
ton allows you to assume a com
fortable position when reading,
writing, etc.

“The Master Accounting Pencil”

Students Delight In Its Use
Men, Women and Children
Should HAVE A FARRINGTON

SEND

You cannot afford to go longer without this remarkable device for the conservation of your vital
forces. It will help everyone who reads, writes,
or works. It is indespensable to invalids,
sick folks and shut-ins.

FOR

FREE

SAMPLES

Write for full-length free samples of
DIXON’S “ELDORADO” and Dixon’s
“BEST”

Both

are

COLORED
supreme

in

PENCILS.

their

field.

Nature Demands Its Use
—Prevents Eyestrain
—Insures Correct Posture
—Conserves Mental Energy
-PermitsGreaterConcentration
-Conserves all Vital Forces

A GOOD ERASER TOO

Dixon’s “ELDORADO”
Eraser is a worthy partner of
Dixon’s “ELDORADO”
Pencil. Soft—pliable—yet
firm enough to do the job
without crumbling into aggra
vating little bits. Made in
twelve sizes. Write for Free
Sample.

IDEAL GIFT FOR
ALL AGES
You couldn’t buy a more practical
STYLES AND PRICES
gift than the Farrington.It’s light 1. Natural Finish
$6.50
(less than 44 ozs.) handy,durable, 2. Walnut Finish ... 7.50
portable, collapsible and instant 3. Mahogany Finish 7.50
ly adjustable to any position.Size 4. Genuine Walnut - - 9.50
12x18 inches, folds to one inch. 5. Genuine Mahogany, 9.50
Should last a lifetime.
State Style Desired
PREPAID IN U.S.A. If you wish table equioped with
special detachable legs,as shown,add $1 to above price.

You will
be de
lighted with the Farrington.
' Yourmoney back after 5 days
trial, if you are not satisfied.
Personal check accepted from

SEND NOW
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THE FARRINGTON
COMPANY

21 W. Elm
Dept. 5100
Chicago,
Illinois

DIXON
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WASCO
RULED FORMS

and Printed Loose Leaf Sheets made to your
Also Binders and Indexes, Filing Cards,
Manifold Work and Bound Books.

for ACCOUNTANTS

Tel. Beekman 3595-8368

W. A. STEWART & C O .

3-5 Spruce St., New York, N. Y.

Classified Advertisements

Copy for classified advertising must be in hand at the office of The Journal of Accountancy previous to the twentieth day of the month
preceding month of publication. Rates for “Help Wanted’’ and “Miscellaneous” are $9 per inch or fraction for one insertion; $7 per
inch or fraction each additional insertion. “Situations Wanted,” $5 up to 65 words each insertion.

SITUATION WANTED

Help Wanted

Treasurer-Auditor
High Grade executive with thorough, practical, constructive,
analytical and public accounting experience in institutions and
commercial concerns. At present holding position of Treasurer;
seeks opportunity where personality, diplomacy, experience and
results are the requirements. Box 870, care of The Journal of
Accountancy.

MISCELLANEOUS

Certified Public Accountants
Practising in New York and Pennsylvania desire Gentile
partner with clientele and substantial investment.
Excellent
opportunity for right party.
State details in strict confidence.
Box 869, care of The Journal of Accountancy.

Office To Rent

If you are open to overtures for new connection and qualified
for a salary between $2500 and $25,000, your response to this
announcement is invited.
The undersigned provides a thor
oughly organized service of recognized standing and reputation,
through which preliminaries are negotiated confidentially for
positions of the calibre indicated.
The procedure is individual
ized to each client’s personal requirements; your identity cov
ered and present position protected.
Established sixteen years.
Send only name and address for details. R. W. Bixby, Inc.,
125 Downtown Building, Buffalo, New York.

STANDARD-APPRAISALS
Qualified Experts in all lines

STANDARD APPRAISAL COMPANY

PRIVATE OFFICE IN SUMPTUOUS LAWYERS’ SUITE
FOR RENT; $50.00 PER MONTH. BOX 871 care of The
Journal of Accountancy.

6 Church St., New York, N. Y.
Coast-to-Coast Service: Branch All Cities

THE BALANCE-SHEET
By CHARLES B. COUCHMAN, C.P.A.
A 300-page book explaining the preparation of a balance-sheet, and
how to classify, value and analyze every item on a balance-sheet-

The book discusses practically and in a common sense manner the
every-day problems of an accountant. It will prove a valuable
addition to any business man’s library.

PRICE $3.00
EASY TO READ AND TO UNDERSTAND

Especially recommended to teachers of Accountancy, who will
find it valuable in making plain the essential truths of the science
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INTRODUCTION TO
ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

DUTIES OF THE JUNIOR
ACCOUNTANT
By W. B. REYNOLDS and F. W. THORNTON
7x5 inches; 107 pages

By H. A. FINNEY

PUBLISHED UNDER THE ENDOWMENT FUND OP

Published under the Endowment Fund of
the American Institute of Accountants

THE

This work tells what is expected of the
beginner and of the more experienced
junior accountant. It is an aid to learn
ing what to do and how to do it.

A WORK that every accountant and
student of accountancy should possess
and study

A fund of advice and suggestion is
afforded the reader on:

BECAUSE of the desire of many ac
countants and students for informa
tion on this subject, Mr. Finney, edi
tor of the Student’s Department of
The Journal of Accountancy, has
written this book consisting of 101
pages, 5 x 7 inches, printed in large
type and bound in cloth.

Keeping auditor’s records.
Beginning work on assignments.
Verification of bank balances, cash on
hand, etc.
Checking footings.
Vouching entries.
Checking accounts carried in foreign
currency.
Verification of securities.
Taking trial balances.
Vouching capital assets and additions
thereto.
Liabilities not taken up.
Exhibits.
Conduct in clients’ offices.
Utilizing waiting time.
Care of papers.
Care of clients’ books and records.
Matter to be included in reports.

THE TEXT of “Introduction to
Actuarial Science” consists of articles
which appeared in The Journal of
Accountancy and solutions of all
problems in actuarial science contained
in the examinations of the American
Institute of Accountants up to and
including May, 1920.

INTEREST, single investments, an
nuities, leasehold premiums, bonds
and depreciation are discussed in a
clear and concise manner.
THIS WORK should appeal not only
to the accountant but to many busi
ness men.

First published in book form in Feb
ruary, 1918, this book’s popularity has
been consistently maintained. It is now
in the fourth printing.

Price $1.50 delivered in the
United States of America

Price, in Cloth Board Binding, $1.00

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ACCOUNTANTS

135 Cedar Street

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ACCOUNTANTS

New York

135 Cedar Street

RUMFORD PRESS

CONCORD

New York

Progressive work
assignments, adapted
from actual practice,
bring the students of
Pace Institute into the world of facts as
they are. These work assignments
develop a technical work habit both ac
curate and speedy—they clinch and
reinforce the theory developed, lecture by lecture,
during three years of intensive study.
Intimate teacher-and-student association at the Insti
tute has paved the way for many a worth-while
career, for the achievement of many worthy ambi
tions in Accountancy and Business. And the way
is still open, the opportunities still legion.
In the resident school — 30 Church Street, New York — day
and evening classes are forming at frequent intervals. In the
Extension Division (instruction by mail) enrollment for one
month’s trial instruction can be made at any time upon payment
of $7.00 — there is no further liability. Ask at once for a copy
of “Pace Institute Men.”

Pace Institute
30 Church Street

New York City

